
AUSTRALIA SEPTEMBER 2021 The Panic Button Book for Kids
Tammi Kirkness

An interactive guide for parents to share with kids aged 7-11 to find relief from anxiety by the international
bestselling author of The Panic Button Book.

Description
All kids go through tricky times. Bright kids can struggle to switch off their mind, creative kids often heap pressure on
themselves and sensitive kids may be easily overwhelmed. When our kids worry, it's as though they give away some of
their happiness.

Does a child in your life need help tackling anxiety?

The Panic Button Book for Kids is an interactive, step-by-step guide for children aged 7-11 and their caregivers. Written in
everyday language and beautifully illustrated, this book is designed for grown-ups to read with their child, and is full of
helpful ideas to kick anxiety to the curb and create a common language between the generations.

Through a series of colourful 'decision trees' which draw on evidence-based techniques, you can help your child work
through their feelings to bring a sense of calm and relief from worry.

Life coach Tammi Kirkness has distilled the best tried-and-tested techniques from her own experience (she was a bit of a
worrier, too) and those used with her many clients and students to create this indispensable 'first-aid kit' for families
everywhere.

About the Author
Tammi Kirkness is a life coach, corporate wellness speaker and presenter, who combines evidence-based psychology
with eastern training. While studying psychology she worked as a clinician in a prestigious learning centre in London for
kids with learning difficulties and these often went hand in hand with having a little worried mind. She is the author of The
Panic Button Book, which she wrote initially for herself, for when she needs her rational mind to coach her in times of
panic.
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AUSTRALIA SEPTEMBER 2021 The Panic Button Book
Tammi Kirkness

Practical illustrated toolkit to ease worry and panic by an anxiety specialist who uses it herself.

Description
When life throws us a curveball, we all need help with managing bouts of anxiety.

The Panic Button Book is a practical step-by-step guide to help you through those moments when you feel worried or
panicky. Written in everyday language and beautifully illustrated, it is also the ideal gift for a loved one having a tough
time.

Including over 50 'decision trees' designed to neutralise anxiety, this book guides you through feelings of:

- Loss of control
- Worry
- Overthinking
- Restlessness
- Hypervigilance.

With special sections on relationships, parenting and social unease, The Panic Button Book captures day-to-day
moments of worry and converts them into a sense of relief.

Life coach and wellness expert Tammi Kirkness has distilled the best tried-and-tested techniques from her own
experience and those used with her many clients to create this indispensable 'first-aid kit' to have on hand as you
navigate our world.

About the Author
Tammi Kirkness is a life coach, corporate wellness speaker and presenter, who combines evidence-based psychology
with eastern training. She specialises in helping people with high-functioning anxiety, which she experiences herself. She
wrote this book for herself, for when she needs her rational mind to coach her in times of panic.
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AUSTRALIA SEPTEMBER 2021 Egg of the Universe
Bryony and Harry Lancaster

Sharing seasonal, holistic recipes and a way of life for body and soul - with a focus on gut-friendly ferments,
slow cooking and gluten-free eating.

Description
A joyful celebration of seasonal eating and wellbeing from the popular cafe and yoga studio, Egg Of The Universe.

Embracing our philosophy of better living through nutritious wholefoods and mindful movement, here are over 100 of the
most popular recipes from our cafe for you to recreate at home.

There's something here for everyone: light and energising breakfasts, salads bursting with colour and crunch, restorative
broths and wholesome slow-cooked braises and curries, plus the pickles, ferments, tonics, homemade breads and
healthy sweet treats for which the cafe is renowned - all nutritionally balanced to keep your gut and your tastebuds happy.

As well as advice on sustainable preparation techniques and wholefood ingredients, we've included a seasonal program
of yoga, meditation and wellness practices to help you connect with the world around you and get the best out of each
and every day.

About the Author
Egg of the Universe is a true sanctuary offering refuge from the city rush and activation of body and mind through yoga
and wholefoods. An integrated yoga studio and wholefoods cafe with various venues, Bryony and Harry Lancaster have
run Egg Of the Universe for the past decade, growing it into the special community businesses they are today. Everything
on offer at Egg is an extension of their practice at home; from vinyasa and yin yoga to the wholefoods served; to the eco-
friendly cafe.
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AUSTRALIA SEPTEMBER 2021 Backyard Bees
Doug Purdie

Fully revised and updated bestselling beginner's bee book, now with info on the Flow Hive and bee-friendly
planting plus more on native bees.

Description
Bees need our help. Under threat from insecticides and habitat loss, they're in decline the world over. It's time to show
some love to our favourite pollinators, whether by installing a hive in your garden or on your rooftop, or simply by adding
more bee-friendly plants to your patch. Backyard Bees is the bestselling Australian bee guide to walk you through
everything you need to know, now fully revised and updated.

Author Doug Purdie offers friendly, expert advice on keeping happy, healthy bees and harvesting the liquid gold, including
tips on choosing a hive and equipment, and an all-new chapter on the Flow Hive, the innovative beehive design that has
taken beekeeping by storm. You'll also find case studies and anecdotes from beekeepers from all walks of life, and 20
delicious recipes for all that honey, from Toasted Honey Granola to Bees Knees Cocktails.

Not ready to keep bees? This edition also includes new chapters on supporting your local bee population without a hive,
with tips for planting bee-friendly gardens and creating habitats and homes for solitary bees.

So join the beekeeping revolution. Once introduced to the charms of beekeeping and the taste of warm honeycomb direct
from the hive, you'll be hooked.

About the Author
Doug Purdie, along with his business partner Vicky Brown at The Urban Beehive, maintains more than 100 beehives on
city rooftops, balconies, backyards and in community gardens around Sydney. He is a beekeeping teacher and speaker,
a past president of the Amateur Beekeepers' Association and is featured regularly as a bee expert on TV and in other
media.
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AUSTRALIA SEPTEMBER 2021 1001 Albums You Must Hear Before You Die
General Editor Robert Dimery

Now newly revised for 2021, this fascinating book is the ultimate critical guide to history's greatest albums.

Description
1001 Albums You Must Hear Before You Die is the ultimate critical guide to history's greatest music.

You'll find a mouthwatering choice of listening here: from Miles Davis's jazz landmark Kind of Blue (1959)  to David
Bowie's tragic final release (2016), alongside  groundbreaking releases by contemporary artists.  Explore musical history
from the symphonic pop of  The Beach Boys' Pet Sounds to the gargantuan grunge  of Nirvana's Nevermind.

As well as the acknowledged milestones without which no collection is complete, you'll discover many  unexpected treats,
such as Einstürzende Neubauten's  power tool-enhanced soundscapes and Aphex Twin's  sonic troublemaking.

1001 Albums You Must Hear Before You Die pays homage to the forces that have shaped rock and  pop - but also dips
into dance, jazz, funk, punk,  disco, soul, hip-hop, world music and the avant-garde.  Fascinating insights and trivia
accompany detailed  reviews of each album. What did Time magazine  consider the twentieth century's greatest album?
Which anthem by Prince was an attempt to emulate
Bob Seger? And what links Count Basie and Batman? With inside knowledge and incisive criticism from  90
internationally acclaimed music journalists, this  updated edition provides an indispensable companion
to the music itself.

Illustrated with more than 900 iconic images of album covers, bands and artists,  1001 Albums You Must Hear Before You
Die is a  must-have for the musically inspired.

About the Author
General Editor Robert Dimery is a writer and editor who has worked on Tony Wilson's 24 Hour Party People, Pump Up
The Volume: A History of House and Breaking Into Heaven: The Rise and Fall of The Stone Roses and 1001 Songs You
Must Hear Before You Die. He has contributed to many books on classic albums and singles, as well as working for a
wide variety of magazines, including Time Out London and Vogue. He lives in London.

Michael Lydon has been writing about pop music since the 1960s and was founding Editor of Rolling Stone. He has
written profiles on Lennon and McCartney and has been on tour with the Rolling Stones, B.B. King, Johnny Cash and
many others. His books include Rock Folk, Boogie Lightening, and the definitive biography Ray Charles: Man and Music.
Flashbacks, a collection of his rock writing, was published in 2003. Michael is also a regular 'talking head' on television
and radio on both sides of the Atlantic. He lives in New York.
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AUSTRALIA SEPTEMBER 2021 How to Get Over Being Young
Charlotte Bauer

Award-winning journalist Charlotte Bauer's warm, witty and wise quest for the meaning of life after youth and
how to navigate the menopausal years.

Description
A deliciously funny and sage guide to midlife - an unscientific, flaws-and-all account of one woman's adventures and
misadventures through the dark comedy of the wilderness years.

Through her own experiences as a fifty-something woman, and those of her three sisters, her indomitable mum and
rebellious auntie, Charlotte tackles the big questions every woman seeks answers to at this time of our lives - chiefly: How
the hell am I going to get over being young in a world obsessed with youth?

Written with warmth, wisdom and irreverence this guide to midlife is perfect for readers of Nora Ephron, Caitlin Moran and
India Knight.

About the Author
Charlotte Bauer is a prize-winning journalist and Nieman Fellow at Harvard University. UK-born, she and her family
moved to South Africa in the 1970s. She lives between Johannesburg and south-west France.
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AUSTRALIA SEPTEMBER 2021 Why the Germans Do it Better
John Kampfner

A provocative and entertaining exploration of the country that Britons love to hate by one of our most
respected journalists.

Description
***THE SUNDAY TIMES BESTSELLER***
BOOK OF THE YEAR IN GUARDIAN, ECONOMIST & NEW STATESMAN

'Excellent and provocative... a passionate, timely book.' - Sunday Times
'A fine new book... thoughtful, deeply reported and impeccably even-handed.' - The Times

Emerging from a collection of city states 150 years ago, no other country has had as turbulent a history as Germany or
enjoyed so much prosperity in such a short time frame. Today, as much of the world succumbs to authoritarianism and
democracy is undermined from its heart, Germany stands as a bulwark for decency and stability.

Mixing personal journey and anecdote with compelling empirical evidence, this is a critical and entertaining exploration of
the country many in the West still love to hate. Raising important questions for our post-Brexit landscape, Kampfner asks
why, despite its faults, Germany has become a model for others to emulate, while Britain fails to tackle contemporary
challenges. Part memoir, part history, part travelogue, Why the Germans Do It Better is a rich and witty portrait of an
eternally fascinating country.

About the Author
John Kampfner is an award-winning author, broadcaster and foreign-affairs commentator. He began his career reporting
from East Berlin (during the fall of the Wall) and Moscow (during the collapse of communism) for the Telegraph. After
covering British politics for the Financial Times and BBC, he edited the New Statesman. He is a regular TV and radio
pundit, documentary maker and author of five previous books, including the bestselling Blair's Wars.
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AUSTRALIA SEPTEMBER 2021 The Case of the Vanishing Blonde
Mark Bowden

From Mark Bowden, a 'master of narrative journalism' (New York Times), comes a true-crime collection both
deeply chilling and impossible to put down.

Description
Six captivating true-crime stories, spanning Mark Bowden's long and illustrious career, cover a variety of crimes
complicated by extraordinary circumstances. In The Case of the Vanishing Blonde, the veteran reporter revisits some of
his most riveting stories and examines the effects of modern technology on the journalistic process.

From a story of a campus rape in 1983, to three cold cases solved by the inimitable private detective Ken Brennan, an
LAPD investigation that unearths a murderer within its own ranks and the darkest corners of internet chatrooms, this
collection contains all the best the genre has to offer. Gripping true crime from 'an old pro' (Wall Street Journal).

About the Author
Mark Bowden is the author of thirteen books, including Killing Pablo and the #1 New York Times bestseller Black Hawk
Down. He reported at the Philadelphia Inquirer for twenty years and now writes for the Atlantic and Vanity Fair, amongst
other magazines. He is also the writer in residence at the University of Delaware.
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AUSTRALIA SEPTEMBER 2021 Endell Street
Wendy Moore

The forgotten and inspiring story of a London hospital during the First World War which was staffed entirely by
women.

Description
When the First World War broke out, the suffragettes suspended their campaigning and joined the war effort. For
pioneering suffragette doctors (and life partners) Flora Murray and Louisa Garrett Anderson that meant moving to France,
where they set up two small military hospitals amidst fierce opposition.

Yet their medical and organisational skills were so impressive that in 1915 Flora and Louisa were asked by the War
Ministry to return to London and establish a new military hospital in a vast and derelict old workhouse in Covent Garden's
Endell Street. That they did, creating a 573-bed hospital staffed from top to bottom by female surgeons, doctors and
nurses, and developing entirely new techniques to deal with the horrific mortar and gas injuries suffered by British
soldiers. Receiving 26,000 wounded men over the next four years, Flora and Louisa created such a caring atmosphere
that soldiers begged to be sent to Endell Street. And then, following the end of the war and the Spanish Flu outbreak, the
hospital was closed and Flora, Louisa and their staff were once again sidelined in the medical profession.

The story of Endell Street provides both a keyhole view into the horrors and thrills of wartime London and a long-overdue
tribute to the brilliance and bravery of an extraordinary group of women.

About the Author
Wendy Moore is a freelance journalist and author of four nonfiction books on medical and social history. Her second
book, Wedlock, was a Channel 4 TV Book Club choice and a Sunday Times no 1 bestseller. She lives in London.
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AUSTRALIA SEPTEMBER 2021 Wings Over Water
Jonathan Glancey

The thrilling story of the Schneider Trophy, a series of glamorous air races that captivated both sides of the
Atlantic and became a driver and celebration of speed and engineering prowess.

Description
Announced in 1912, the Schneider Trophy was a series of glamorous air contests, popularly known as races, that
captivated both sides of the Atlantic. While there were many other aviation competitions, the Schneider proved to be, after
a rocky start, by far the most memorable attracting a hugely popular and glamorous following whether Trophy races were
held in Monaco, the Venice Lido, the Solent or Chesapeake Bay.

The Schneider Trophy was a focus not just of remarkable aircraft, derring-do pilots and swooning public attention, but
also of fierce rivalries between the competitors: Britain, France, Italy and the United States. It gripped the imaginations of
pioneering manufacturers and two of the world's finest aircraft designers -- Reginald Mitchell and Mario Castoldi - who
worked feverishly hard to outdo one another. Perhaps inevitably, the dynamism of rival engineering and politics led to the
most potent military fighters of World War Two with Reginald Mitchell's record-breaking Supermarine seaplanes
morphing, one way or another, into the Spitfire.

Wings Over Water not only tells the story of the Schneider Trophy afresh but also examines the backdrop and legacy of
these legendary air races, which became a driver and celebration of speed and engineering prowess for both sea and
ground-based aircraft. It is an exhilarating tale of raw adventure, public excitement, engineering genius and the fortunes
of flying boats and seaplanes.

About the Author
Jonathan Glancey is well known as the former architecture and design correspondent of the Guardian and Independent
newspapers. A frequent broadcaster, his books include The Journey Matters, Concorde, Harrier, Giants of Steam,
Spitfire: The Biography, Nagaland: A Journey to India's Forgotten Frontier, Tornado: 21st Century Steam, The Story of
Architecture and London: Bread and Circuses.
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AUSTRALIA SEPTEMBER 2021 Murder Under the Microscope
James Fraser

In this compelling and chilling memoir, a top forensic investigator lifts the lid on the most notable and notorious
cases of his forty-year career.

Description
'Jim Fraser has been at the forefront of forensic science in the UK for decades... A superb story of real-life CSI.' - Dr
Richard Shepherd, bestselling author of Unnatural Causes

'Powerful... Fascinating' - Independent

Most murders are not difficult to solve. People are usually killed by someone they know, there is usually abundant
evidence and the police methods used to investigate this type of crime are highly effective. But what about the more
difficult cases, where the investigation involves an unusual death, an unusual killer, or is complex or politically charged?
In these cases, bringing the accused before the courts can take many years, even then, the outcome may be contentious
or unresolved.

In this compelling and chilling memoir, Jim Fraser draws on his personal experience as a forensic scientist and cold case
reviewer to give a unique insight into some of the most notable cases that he has investigated during his forty-year
career, including the deaths of Rachel Nickell, Damilola Taylor and Gareth Williams, the GCHQ code breaker.

Inviting the reader into the forensic scientist's micro-world, Murder Under the Microscope reveals not only how each of
these cases unfolded as a human, investigative and scientific puzzle, but also why some were solved and why others
remain unsolved or controversial even to this day.

About the Author
Jim Fraser is a Research Professor in Forensic Science at the University of Strathclyde and a Commissioner of the
Scottish Criminal Cases Review Commission. He has over forty years' experience in forensic science and has worked on
many high-profile cases as an expert witness and case reviewer. He has advised many public agencies including police
organisations in the UK and abroad, the Home Office, the Scottish Parliament and the UK Parliament.
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AUSTRALIA SEPTEMBER 2021 Beirut 2020
Charif Majdalani, translated by Ruth Diver

When Charif Majdalani begins to walk the streets of his city, and to write down what he sees, the first hints of
unrest within a vibrant culture creep to the fore.

Description
'The author's home town is falling apart. Lebanon's capital … has morphed into a symbol of devastation and hatred and
madness. Majdalani is a survivor who still finds in himself the elegance to smile and hope.' - Amin Maalouf, Prix Goncourt
winner

Majdalani's reportage through the months of 2020 bears witness to the ways in which an ancient civilization slowly, then
rapidly, descends into the abyss: corruption and vice infect the corridors of power; currency plummets into freefall, rats
scurry between piles of rotting rubbish that grow higher along the pavements. Born from the rancour of existential
pestilence, violence erupts and Beirut's citizens find themselves in high-voltage stand-offs with law enforcement.

Then, the unexpected, Beirut collapses under the explosive force of 2,750 tons of ammonium nitrate. The blast kills
hundreds and injures thousands. But through the rubble and the sirens, a people finds its strength to survive and its heart
to unite. The city becomes the metaphor for each of our cultural capitals throughout the world.

About the Author
Charif Majdalani is one of Lebanon's most important literary figures. His novel MOVING THE PALACE won the 2008
François Mauriac Prize from the Acadamie Française.

Ruth Diver is an award-winning translator based in New  Zealand. Her 2016 joint translation of THE READER ON
THE 6.27 was a Waterstones Book of the Month.
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AUSTRALIA SEPTEMBER 2021 Paul McCartney
Mike Evans

Each song includes full session details, personnel lists and chart data and is described in detail, from original
inspiration to the final release. Quotes from session musicians and studio personnel - and star guests such
as Stevie Wonder, Elvis Costello and Kanye West - bring the making of every song to life, alongside a
wealth of related photographs in and out of the studio.

Description
Paul McCartney's songwriting output as a member of the Beatles, mainly with his co-writer John Lennon, has been
exhaustively documented over the years. Now, taking 50 key songs from his five-decade career since the break-up of the
Fab Four, Paul McCartney: The Stories Behind 50 Classic Songs takes an in-depth look at the post-Sixties work of one of
popular music's most versatile and prolific composers and performers.

Paul McCartney has been a genuine pop idol, a cutting-edge experimenter, and in later years recognized as an
international musical treasure. The 50 selections from his vast songwriting catalogue highlighted in Paul McCartney: The
Stories Behind 50 Classic Songs mark half a century of musical creativity by a true icon of popular music.

Each song includes full session details, personnel lists and chart data and is described in detail, from original inspiration
to the final release. Quotes from session musicians and studio personnel - and star guests such as Stevie Wonder, Elvis
Costello and Kanye West - bring the making of every song to life, alongside a wealth of related photographs in and out of
the studio.

About the Author
A musician on the Sixties rock scene, Mike Evans began writing about popular music in the 1970s as a broadcaster in
local radio and freelance writer, his work appearing in a variety of publications including Sounds, Cream, the Guardian,
Elle and as a regular contributor to the UK's top music weekly newspaper Melody Maker. Since the late 1980s he has
worked in book publishing (from 1989 to 2000 with Hamlyn/Octopus), commissioning and editing titles on rock 'n' roll,
jazz, and popular culture. He wrote the much-acclaimed The Art of the Beatles (Muller Blond & White)in 1984, and the
bestselling Elvis: A Celebration (DK) which he researched and wrote in collaboration with the Elvis Presley Estate in
Memphis, and The Art of British Rock (Frances Lincoln) in 2010. Fleetwood Mac: The Definitive History (Sterling) was
published in 2011, and in 2012 Neil Young (Sterling) and Ukulele Crazy (Anova). He lives and works in London, dividing
his time between writing and a freelance editorial consultancy.
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AUSTRALIA SEPTEMBER 2021 The Beatles: The Illustrated Lyrics
Welbeck

Every one of the Beatles' songs has been illustrated in style. Includes photography, illustration and artwork to
accompany the full lyrics of each song.

Description
The lyrics to the songs of the Beatles read like poetry. This book treats them as such, and deals with them artistically,
awarding them the thought and detail they deserve.

The stories, themes and ideas of more than 200 songs are explored in this beautiful book that includes photographs,
artwork and illustration to bring the Fab Four's lyrics to life as never before.

About the Author
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AUSTRALIA SEPTEMBER 2021 John Lennon
Paul Du Noyer

Upon first publication, this book was the first to examine and assess all of John Lennon's solo work. This
updated edition includes lyrics and is released on the 40th anniversary of his death and the 80th
anniversary of his birth.

Description
Lennon's life after the Beatles was eventful and fascinating. He moved from stardom in the world's biggest pop group to
global peace campaigner and figurehead for radical causes. He left England for a new life in the USA with Yoko Ono. He
later abandoned public life and retired to his New York apartment to raise their son and live the life of a recluse. In 1980
he re-emerged with a new album, but the plan to resume his career was cruelly curtailed on a fateful night outside the
Dakota Building when he was murdered.

Upon first publication, this book was the first to examine and assess all of John Lennon's solo work. This updated edition
includes lyrics and is released on the 40th anniversary of his death and the 80th anniversary of his birth.

About the Author
Paul Du Noyer was born in Liverpool. He began as a music writer for the NME, moved on to edit Q magazine and in 1994
launched the rock monthly Mojo. He wrote the definitive history of his home town's music, Liverpool: Wonderous Place,
and was a regular writer for NME, Mojo, Q and The Word. He worked with Yoko Ono on the sleeve notes for the 2000s
re-releases of Lennon's records. He lives in London.
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AUSTRALIA SEPTEMBER 2021 IFLScience! How to F***ing Save the Planet
Jennifer Crouch,

A serious guide to the climate crisis with a humorous twist. The book includes rigorous scientific details to
explain the issues that we face, while brightening the mood with humorous quotes, photos and illustrations.

Description
If you are a decent human being who believes in science, then IFLScience! How to F***ing Save the Planet is an
absolutely essential read.

It is easy to become overwhelmed by the bleak reality of impending climate crisis. However, this book is an irreverent
guide to the difficulties that face us - and the steps that we can take to overcome them.

Without flinching away from the hard science, IFLScience! How to F***ing Save the Planet explores all aspects of our
environmental challenges. From an introduction to climate science and the history of the human carbon footprint, to
descriptions of the systemic issues that our planet and its inhabitants are facing, this book cuts down absurd climate
change myths and proposes real solutions that will cheer up even the gloomiest climate activist.

About the Author
Jennifer Crouch is an author, artist, teacher, researcher and maker. She is a PhD candidate at the University of
Portsmouth and artist in residence at UCL Centre for Advanced Biomedical Imaging (CABI). She also co-founded the
Art/Physics collective Jigglin Atoms and is the author ofInstant Science.IFLScience is dedicated to bringing the amazing
world of science to the masses in an amusing and accessible way. One of the original viral video creators, IFLScience
now has over 25 million Facebook followers and its amusing videos and articles are shared widely over all social media
channels. The IFLScience news website is also an essential source of news and information for anyone interested in the
lighter side of science.
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AUSTRALIA SEPTEMBER 2021 The Little Guide to Coco Chanel
Orange Hippo!

Wit and wisdom from Coco Chanel, who remains one of the world's most celebrated fashion designers.

Description
The creative genius who gave us the Little Black Dress and Chanel No. 5.

Almost 50 years after her death, Coco Chanel remains one of the world's most influential fashion designers. Her story is
one of creative brilliance and innovation - she was a driving force in freeing women from the restrictive clothing they had
been obliged to wear for generations. 'In order to be irreplaceable, one must always be different,' Chanel would say, and
throughout her life she demonstrated extraordinary passion and determination to change the world around her. There is
much wisdom to glean from Chanel's self-reflections, while her sharp wit and joie de vivre will amuse, surprise and inspire
in equal measure.

'Fashion changes, but style endures.' - as seen on vogue.co.uk, 18 August 2017, by Julia Neel.

'Nobody has ever told Coco Chanel what to think.' - as seen on dailymail.co.uk, 10 September 2019, by Caroline Howe.

'A girl should be two things: who and what she wants.' - as seen on marieclaire.co.uk, 4 October 2016, by Mariel Reed.

'The most courageous act is still to think for yourself. Aloud.' - as seen on harpersbazaar.com, 12 August 2017.

About the Author
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AUSTRALIA SEPTEMBER 2021 The Little Book of Jane Austen
Orange Hippo!

Full of intelligent insights, witty asides and wry observations, alongside fascinating facts about Austen's
remarkable life, The Little Book of Jane Austen showcases some of the best lines ever crafted in the
English language.

Description
It is a truth universally acknowledged that Jane Austen never goes out of style.

Jane Austen's much-loved novels vividly describe 19th-century society. But they are also timeless classics that continue
to enjoy wild popularity 200 years after the author's death. Her delightfully quotable observations on love, men and
women, society and class remain as relevant as they ever were. Packed full of intelligent insights, witty asides and wry
observations, alongside fascinating facts about Austen's remarkable life, this Little Book showcases some of the best
lines ever crafted in the English language.

'It isn't what we say or think that defines us, but what we do.' - Sense and Sensibility, 1811

'For what do we live, but to make sport for our neighbours and laugh at them in our turn?' - Pride and Prejudice, 1813

'There is no charm equal to tenderness of heart.' - Emma, 1815

When she wasn't writing world-class novels, Jane Austen was often brewing beer - and makes frequent reference to it in
her personal letters. It was common for Regency-era families to brew beer, as untreated water was often unsafe to drink.

About the Author
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AUSTRALIA SEPTEMBER 2021 The Little Book of Tequila
Orange Hippo!

Full of recipes, quotes and trivia to keep you topped up until your next tequila fix - be it slam, sip or mix.

Description
A celebration of all that is neat about tequila.

Following hot on the heels of whisky, vodka and gin, tequila has become the latest spirit to be revolutionised, gentrified,
and beautified in the last ten years. Every day a new small-batch, craft, artisan, tequila brand opens its doors to a loyal
and thirsty following of blue agave lovers desperate to get their hands on this nectar of the Aztec gods.

The days of slammin' and shootin' shots with a lick of salt and a suck of lemon have passed, and replaced by a definitive
twenty-first century glow-up, swapping shot glasses for champagne flutes. Indeed, there is a lot more to tequila than
meets the eye, and The Little Book of Tequila has researched itself into sweet oblivion to give its readers more than an
eyeful of this mysterious and delicious spirit.

'A little tequila, sunshine and tacos never hurt anybody' - Ron Woodroof (played by Matthew McConaughey), Dallas
Buyers Club

Fact #1: Like fine French wine and fizz, in order for tequila to be made and sold as tequila, it can only be produced in five
regions in Mexico: Guanajuato, Michoacan, Nayarit, Tamaulipas, and Jalisco. The latter, Jalisco, is far and away the
largest producer of this blue agave nectar.

Fact #2: In 2019, the United States bought more than 240,000,000 bottles of tequila, approximately 80 per cent of the
world's total supply. The top five states that consumed the most tequila were, you guessed it, Nevada, Colorado, Arizona,
California, and Maryland.

About the Author
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AUSTRALIA SEPTEMBER 2021 The Little Book of New Zealand Rugby
Orange Hippo!

The story of the world's most formidable rugby team, full of fun facts, quotes and historical facts.

Description
The story of the world's most formidable rugby team.

The record of the All Blacks in world rugby is unmatched. From the famous pre match challenge of the haka to the
scintillating brand of rugby they play, the team draws thousands around the world to stadiums and TVs to watch them
play. Over the years, some of the greatest players to ever pick up a rugby ball have worn the iconic black jersey - names
like Lomu, Meads, Carter and Barrett. From the first ever tours to the modern World Cups, the All Blacks embody a
legacy of excellence that strikes fear into the heart of their opponents.

'Son, you've got to be prepared to piss blood to wear this jersey.' - All Black flanker Mark Shaw to debutant Mike Brewer,
1986.

The 1924/5 All Black side won an astonishing 31 games in a row on their tour to the United Kingdom, France and North
America. When they arrived back in New Zealand they were dubbed 'The Invincibles'.

About the Author
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AUSTRALIA SEPTEMBER 2021 Great Sexpectations
Gemma Cribb and James Findlay

This book will help you explore your 'sexpectations' and guide you through simple exercises to help you
discover your authentic sexual self.

Description
We live in a hyper sexualised society. Porn, nudes, dates and hook-ups are easy to come by for anyone with an internet
connection. Like fast food, sex has become quick and convenient to obtain, perfect looking, but void of any true
nourishment. Is it any wonder we are having sex and intimacy problems?

With biased and unrealistic portrayals of sex everywhere we turn, it is hard to form healthy expectations of sex. And when
our 'sexpectations' are not met, our mental health, sexual wellbeing, self-esteem and relationships suffer.

Clinical psychologist and sex therapist, Gemma Cribb and award-winning sex journalist, James Findlay help you explore
your Great Sexpectations and guide you through simple exercises to help you correct unhelpful beliefs and discover your
authentic sexual self so that you can enjoy truly fulfilling relationships and sexual experiences.

About the Author
Gemma is a clinical psychologist who has been working in private practice in Sydney for over 10 years. She has specialist
training in couple therapy and sex therapy and helps people with all manner of sex and relationship difficulties. Gemma is
regularly asked for her opinion on issues related to dating, relationships, self-esteem and sexuality in the media. In her
work as a sex therapist and in her media work as a sex educator, she helps to repair the negative effects of our modern
sexual culture and encourages people to find and embrace their own authentic sexual expression.

Having recently produced triple j's (the national youth broadcaster) sex and relationship program, James is a Melbourne-
based writer, broadcaster, producer, and journalist. He has been involved in the sex and sexuality sphere for over ten
years; making his start on SYN Media hosting 'The Naughty Rude Show', and co-hosting 'Hide and Seek' on LGBTI radio.
James has written for publications including the ABC, SBS, and SameSame.com.au, and has won many accolades for his
work.
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AUSTRALIA SEPTEMBER 2021 Navigating Loneliness
Cheryl Rickman, foreword by Terry Waite

In this practical mental health handbook, Cheryl Rickman will help you to navigate your way from loneliness to
connection, appreciation and satisfaction - helping you to emerge on the other side equipped with ways to
reconnect with other people and with yourself.

Description
We are experiencing a loneliness epidemic, but we needn't remain lonely. Through actionable strategies, you will discover
how to support and maintain existing relationships, foster new connections and learn how to shift your perspective about
community and belonging.

Throughout, you will find step-by-step solutions to help grow self-acceptance, self-belief and self-compassion. You will
learn how to:
- Understand the difference between solitude and loneliness
- Appreciate alone time and celebrate solitude
- Cope with isolation
- Connect with others
- Connect with yourself

This book is a unique compass, guiding you gently through uncertain times.

About the Author
Cheryl Rickman is a Sunday Times best-selling author, ghostwriter of 19 self-help, wellbeing and business books and a
qualified Positive Psychology Practitioner. She specialises in writing empowering, practical books to help people fret less
and flourish more and is a Wellbeing Ambassador for the Network of Wellbeing. Her most recent books include: The
Happiness Bible, The Little Book of Resilience, The Little Book of Serenity and Be More Wonder Woman. Having
qualified with a Certificate in Applied Positive Psychology in 2016, Cheryl runs wellbeing retreats and delivers workshops
on acceptance, balance and compassion.
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AUSTRALIA SEPTEMBER 2021 Time to Talk
Alex Holmes, foreword by Charlotte Fox Weber

We live in a super-connected world, yet men specifically, struggle to connect and share. Alex Holmes debunks
lingering myths around masculinity, love and connection by exploring what causes this sense of loneliness,
and motivates men to open up.

Description
Foreword by Charlotte Fox Weber, psychotherapist, writer and co-founder of Examined Life.

We live in a super-connected world, yet men specifically, struggle to connect and share. This is changing... but not quickly
enough. Award-winning podcaster Alex Holmes sets out to accelerate this shift, debunking lingering myths around
masculinity, love and connection by exploring what causes this sense of loneliness.

Starting with 'Real Man Myths' and features designed to encourage us to open up and share, Alex motivates us to move
from:

- Ignoring to Acknowledging.
- Being Closed to Opening Up.
- Can't to Can.
- Avoiding to Embracing.
- Expecting to Accepting.

Sharing his experiences on his podcast and as a young British black man, Time to Talk is a love letter to all the men who
have lost their way and to the women that love them.

About the Author
Alex Holmes is an award-winning podcaster and writer from London. He has been hosting and producing podcasts since
2016 includingWhat Matters with Alex Reads, now namedTime to Talk, andMostly Lit, which was named by theGuardian
and the BBC as one of the top podcasts of 2017 and won the Best British Podcast award at the 2018 British Book
Awards. He now hosts theTime to Talk podcast, which focuses on mental health.Charlotte Fox Weber is a
psychotherapist, writer, and co-founder ofExamined Life.
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AUSTRALIA SEPTEMBER 2021 How to Help Your Child with Worry and Anxiety
Lauren Callaghan

A practical book for parents and carers to help them navigate parenting a child experiencing worry and anxiety.
Clinical psychologist Dr Lauren Callaghan provides a clear explanation of child anxiety, and gives you
activities, conversation starters, and tools to help your child deal with their anxious thoughts.

Description
As a parent, it's heart-breaking watching your child struggle with anxious thoughts, or seem constantly worried about
something. Anxiety is sadly common in children, and can affect their sleep, mood and general wellbeing.

How to Help your Child with Worry and Anxiety is a must-read handbook for parents of children aged 4-11 years old who
experience anxiety. Clinical psychologist Dr Lauren Callaghan provides you with concise and accessible information,
explaining how anxiety works in children, and what you can do to help. You will be shown how to help your child
overcome this spiral of anxious thoughts and learn to manage their thoughts and feelings.

Dr Callaghan explains clinically proven strategies to help your child to recognise and process anxious thoughts, including
scripts to steer a conversation, and activities designed to help your child explore their worries and give them the
emotional skills to feel less anxious.

About the Author
Lauren Callaghan is a highly regarded clinical psychologist. She has worked at world-renowned research centres in
London, where she was recognised as a leading psychologist in the field of anxiety problems. Lauren uses her expert
skillset to work with individuals and their families to overcome obsessional and anxiety problems. She now lives in
Sydney, where she continues to work as a clinical psychologist and write self-help books in her expert subjects. Lauren is
also a trustee of the Shaw Mind charity.
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AUSTRALIA SEPTEMBER 2021 Rebel Beauty for Teens
Bethan Christopher

A guided journey for girls who want to break free from the narrow beauty ideals promoted by the media and
unleash their own bold brand of gorgeousness.

Description
'I WISH I'd had this book when I was a teenager - it would have saved me so many years of wondering if I was beautiful
enough' - Jessica Jones, @thefatfunnyone, Blogger, Writer & Motivational Speaker

The term 'gorgeousness' describes an energy that is unique to every woman. It is the individual quality of your You-Ness.

In a world immersed in visual media, where stick-thin models are used to sell everything, teenage girls are under
increasing pressure to achieve an unattainable physical perfection.

Rebel Beauty for Teens has been created to help girls develop a resilient relationship with themselves and their bodies,
encouraging them to feel excited about their own unique brand of gorgeousness, irrespective of age, looks and body
shape.

Beautifully illustrated throughout, using the principals of NLP and CBT, this is an interactive programme that will empower
young women with the skills and knowledge to shift their inner narrative, develop self-esteem and build confidence in who
they are as opposed to how they look.

About the Author
Bethan Christopher is an artist, author and coach. She wrote the women's body esteem book,Grow Your Own
Gorgeousness, featured in theTimes Educational Supplement andElle magazine and went on to write and found the
Gorgeousness Programme. She coaches, writes, makes art and facilitates creative and coaching spaces for people
looking to live creative, embodied lives. Bethan holds a diploma in Life Coaching, is a Goal Mapping Practitioner and has
a certification in the Rewind Technique.
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AUSTRALIA SEPTEMBER 2021 The Druid Animal Oracle
Philip Carr-Gomm and Stephanie Carr-Gomm

Consult the animal lore given and interpret the card spreads to gain powerful insights into your life situation
and receive positive guidance for the future.

Description
The Druids, like the Native Americans, revered animals as sacred guides, guardians and protectors. Now you can bring
the power of this ancient Druid wisdom into your life, with this beautifully illustrated oracle.

This stunning book-and-card set allows you to access the wisdom of the animal world drawn from the wellspring of
ancient Celtic tradition. By contacting the spirit of the totem animals, you can share in their intuitive knowledge and power,
and receive healing, strength and guidance for your own life journey. Consult the animal lore given and interpret the card
spreads to gain powerful insights into your life situation and receive positive guidance for the future.

About the Author
Philip Carr-Gomm was trained by the Chief Druid Ross Nichols. He is Chief of the Order of Bards, Ovates and Druids and
the author of many titles, including The Druid Way and Druid Mysteries. Visit his website at: philipcarr-gom.com

Stephanie Carr-Gomm helps administer the training programme for the Order of Bards, Ovates and Druids. She is co-
author with Philip of The Druid Animal Oracle and The DruidCraft Tarot
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AUSTRALIA SEPTEMBER 2021 The Druid Animal Oracle Deck
Philip Carr-Gomm and Stephanie Carr-Gomm

A simple and effective system for self-development, based on the powerful Celtic totem animals.

Description
The Druid Animal Oracle Deck is a powerful tool for self-development. This beautifully illustrated deck draws wisdom from
the wellspring of ancient Celtic tradition, and from it you can receive healing, strength and guidance for your own life
journey. The Druids revered animals as sacred guides, guardians and protectors, and, by contacting the spirit of the totem
animals through the cards, you share in their intuitive knowledge and power.

About the Author
Philip Carr-Gomm was trained by the Chief Druid Ross Nichols. He is Chief of the Order of Bards, Ovates and Druids and
the author of many titles, including The Druid Way and Druid Mysteries. Visit his website at: philipcarr-gom.com

Stephanie Carr-Gomm helps administer the training programme for the Order of Bards, Ovates and Druids. She is co-
author with Philip of The Druid Animal Oracle and The DruidCraft Tarot.

Bill Worthington has worked as an illustrator for the last thirty years. He has contributed illustrative work to many titles,
including The Book of Druidry and The DruidCraft Tarot.
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AUSTRALIA SEPTEMBER 2021 Lateral Thinking Puzzles (How to Think)
Charles Phillips

These brain-training puzzles have been designed to help the reader think in new ways, with scenarios and tips
specifically aimed at professionals who want to improve their skills in the business world.

Description
Isn't it frustrating when you know that the solution to a problem is right before you, but you just can't see it?

Thinking and working out problems needn't be hard work - in fact, trying too hard can trap you in rigid thought patterns
and blind you to unexpected but brilliant solutions. This enlightening guide will show you how to see and think in new
ways. The advice will allow you to gain fresh understanding of your powers of perception, and through simple exercises
you'll develop the skills to think in new directions.

This title includes an extended introduction with advice on how to think in new lateral ways, as well as a number of How to
Think tips to improve those skills as you work through the book.

About the Author
Charles Phillips is the author of more than 35 books, specializing in history, popular science & psychology, mythology,
cinema and arts. After a degree in English at Oxford University, he took an MA in Film Studies in London. Before
becoming an author he worked in a community video group in Mitcham, south London, and as a teacher.
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AUSTRALIA SEPTEMBER 2021 Creative Thinking Puzzles (How to Think)
Charles Phillips

These brain-training puzzles have been designed to help the reader think in new ways, with scenarios and tips
specifically aimed at professionals who want to improve their skills in the business world.

Description
Don't get stuck in a rut - free up your creativity with this puzzle book.

These puzzles will teach you how to think creatively by calming the critical voice in your head that can sometimes
paralyze fresh thought. Scientists tell us that our brains are often more active when we are working with others. Creative
thinking will help you develop strategies for thinking cooperatively - not only when you're in a team, bouncing ideas
around, but also when you're alone, by seeking inspiration and a fresh outlook from the world around you, as well as from
personal mentors and even written sources. A key part of the book provides essential guidance on lifestyle and fostering
a positive outlook to complement exercises that help you get those creative juices flowing.

This title includes an extended introduction with advice on how to think in new creative ways, as well as a number of How
to Think tips to improve those skills as you work through the book.

About the Author
Charles Phillips is the author of more than 35 books, specializing in history, popular science & psychology, mythology,
cinema and arts. After a degree in English at Oxford University, he took an MA in Film Studies in London. Before
becoming an author he worked in a community video group in Mitcham, south London, and as a teacher.
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AUSTRALIA SEPTEMBER 2021 The Perfume Companion
Sarah McCartney,  Samantha Scriven

The Perfume Companion is a beautifully illustrated compendium of almost 500 recommended scents. It
organizes and explores fragrances in a bid to guide readers toward new favourites. Filled with vibrant
descriptions and specially commissioned detailed illustrations that bring the fragrances and their beautiful
bottles to life, it is the ideal introduction to the complex world of scent.

Description
The Perfume Companion is a beautifully illustrated compendium of more than 500 recommended scents, designed to
help you pick out your next favourite fragrance.

Perfumes have the power to make us feel fabulous, remind us of treasured memories and to help us through the trials of
daily life. But with so many out there, how do you choose something new? When the scents in the perfume shop are
merging into one aromatic haze, how do you remain focused? And if your favourite scent goes out of stock, how do you
replace it? The Perfume Companion is here to help.

Sarah McCartney and Samantha Scriven deliver a host of scents for you to try - including bargain finds and luxury
treasures, iconic stalwarts and indie newcomers, the masculine and the feminine. With insider information about how
perfumes are really made, discover hundreds of new fragrances and find the scents to share your own memories with.
This is the perfect companion for your scented adventures.

About the Author
Sarah McCartney is the founder and perfumer at 4160Tuesdays, an independent perfumery in west London. For fourteen
years, she wrote for the Lush Times, the in-house newspaper at Lush Fresh Handmade Cosmetics. In 2010 she wrote a
novel, The Scent of Possibility, then started to make the fragrances she'd described in her book. Sarah's fragrances have
been nominated for three Fragrance Foundation Awards, and she has won the Eau MG Readers Award for Best Indie
Fragrance House, and Best Indie Fragrance. Samantha Scrivenis a freelance writer and copywriter, and founder of the
popular perfume blog I Scent You a Day, where she has reviewing perfumes since 2013. She was a finalist in the
Fragrance Foundation UK Jasmine Awards for two years running.
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AUSTRALIA SEPTEMBER 2021 My Brain Has Too Many Tabs Open
Tanya Goodin

Digital detox expert and tech therapist Tanya Goodin is on a mission to help us have a healthier relationship
with our electronics. Here, she collects hours of conversations to form a fascinating compendium of
everyday problems we all struggle with, plus solutions to stop them taking over lives.

Description
We use technology to connect, work, learn, get fit, shop and even date. But who is really in control: you, the platform or
your device? This book gives the reader back their power.

My Brain Has Too Many Tabs Open explores how bad digital habits and experiences are damaging lives, and what we
can do about it. Tanya Goodin is a digital detox campaigner and agony aunt sounding the alarm on digital lifestyle issues
we wrestle with daily. Through recollections of client consultations and expert analysis, Goodin breaks down what is
happening and why, and tells us how we can fix it. Whether you are dealing with a partner who is mindlessly scrolling
rather than listening to you (phubbing), a parent who floods social media with photographs of their children without
consent (sharenting), or are one of the 66% who suffer from compulsive phone use (nomophobia), you will learn how to
recognise and label dependent behaviours - both of yourself and others - and find actionable answers in this book.

Complete with diagnostic guides to tell-tale signs and a manifesto for improved digital citizenship, the book investigates
life, love and work versus tech. With each of the 24 scenarios included, Goodin offers the conversation-starting
vocabulary we so desperately need to get to grips with our brave new digital world, and exist in it happily. Explore
unforgettable facts, familiar lived experiences and carefully crafted solutions with this habit-improving bible. Among the
scenarios included are:

Doomscrolling: endlessly consuming doom-and-gloom news, a habit perpetuated by attention-seeking algorithms that
triggers anxiety and depression
Comparison Culture: 52% of teens feel less confident because of feeling inadequate when comparing their social media
profiles with other people's
Vampire Shoppers: dead-of-night, sleepless shoppers who spend a third more than daytime shoppers, and range from
nocturnal gamers to exhausted parents
Digital Legacies: before the end of the century there could be 4.9 billion deceased internet users, yet only 7% of us want
our online profiles maintained after death
Cybercondria: Dr Google is causing a wave of misdiagnoses from anxious searchers, with 25% of British women buying
false miracle cures as a next step
Clicktivism: also known as slacktivism, is virtue signalling through performative alignment with online causes, but can it
ever amount to meaningful change?

About the Author
Tanya Goodin is an author and expert commentator on digital detox, children using screens, digital addiction, tech
dependency and work:life balance. She has appeared on BBC Breakfast, Sky News, CCTV (China State TV), ITN LondonWhite Lion Publishing
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AUSTRALIA SEPTEMBER 2021 The Journey Tarot Kit (Zenned Out)
Cassie Uhl

The Journey Tarot Kit (Zenned Out) features 78 lavishly illustrated cards, all created and illustrated by the
author Cassie Uhl, accompanied by a comprehensive 96-page guidebook to the Minor and Major Arcanas.
An ideal set for spiritual beginners looking to enhance their magickal toolbelt.

Description
The Journey Tarot Kit (Zenned Out) features a deck of illustrated cards, all created and illustrated by the author Cassie
Uhl, accompanied by a guidebook to the Minor and Major Arcanas. With this deck and guide, you'll learn to use your
intuition to interpret the cards messages, manifest your intentions, and connect with your inner self as you find insights on
where you are and figure out your next move. This modern set will introduce you to the art of tarot readings with:

- 78 lavishly illustrated cards
- A comprehensive 96-page guidebook to the tarot

Strengthen your spiritual practice with this ideal kit for spiritual beginners and experts alike. The Zenned Out series is an
open invitation to seasoned and curious spiritualists who want to explore their craft. With Cassie Uhl's approachable steps
and explanations to mystical tools and symbolism, readers can start using the information right away.

About the Author
Cassie Uhl is the owner and founder of Zenned Out, a jewelry store brand aimed at normalizing spirituality in the common
marketplace. Zenned Out handcrafts jewelry with meaning and provides a community that inspires a mindful and spiritual
lifestyle. Cassie grew up with an open-minded, astrology-obsessed grandmother and a father who would take her and her
sister star gazing in the wee hours of the night. These experiences shaped Cassie and Zenned Out into what they are
today by bringing spirituality and astrology into the forefront. Cassie hopes to give spiritual souls a place to feel at home
on the Zenned Out blog and offers handcrafted jewelry with meaningful symbols, powerful gemstones, and mindful quotes
to enable people to wear jewelry that aligns with their souls purpose.
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AUSTRALIA SEPTEMBER 2021 Witchcraft (kit)
Editors of Chartwell

Kit includes a magical guidebook along with 25 easy-to-follow spell cards

Description
This interactive kit pairs journal prompts with spells that help you manifest the best version of yourself. The perfect living
grimoire for a new witch.

About the Author
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AUSTRALIA SEPTEMBER 2021 The Golden Tarot (kit)
Mary Packard

The tarot deck included in this beautiful set was commissioned around 1451 by the Visconti and Sforza
families, and it is one of the oldest tarot decks in existence. This beautiful gift box holds the book and card
deck side by side, with a purple satin reading cloth folded and placed underneath the book.

Description
The Tarot is much more than mere pictures on cards, the pictures are physical symbols for spiritual concepts. The images
are symbolic representation of archetypal forces and/or beings which have always existed and have been identified and
passed on to us by ancient initiates and which provide a focus for us to use in self-initiation, spiritual development, and
the perception of hidden wisdom.

The tarot deck included in this beautiful set was commissioned around 1451 by the Visconti and Sforza families, and it is
one of the oldest tarot decks in existence. The images on the cards have been faithfully recreated, showing members of
the Sforza and Visconti families in period garments. The borders of the elegant cards are adorned with gold metallic ink.

The accompanying book provides a history of Visconti-Sforza cards, 35 of which are now in the collection of the Pierpont
Morgan Library in New York City. The symbolism of the different cards is described, along with explanations of different
ways to arrange the cards when seeking information about different aspects of life.

This beautiful gift box holds the book and card deck side by side, with a purple satin reading cloth folded and placed
underneath the book.

About the Author
Mary Packard has written over 250 books for children and adults. She began her love affair with books at a young age,
and today she writes books that she herself would enjoy reading. For her, writing is a fun way to explore new subjects,
such as the mystical world of tarot. She is the author of The Golden Tarot (Race Point Publishing, 2013).
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AUSTRALIA SEPTEMBER 2021 City Witchery
Lisa Marie Basile

City Witchery is a fun, practical guide to adapting and developing your magical practices to city life.

Description
City Witchery is an accessible and intuitive guide to making and finding magic as a city dweller, traveler, or someone
living in a small apartment. In this gorgeous book, author of Light Magic for Dark Times and The Magical Writing Grimoire,
Lisa Marie Basile, shows how you can maintain a practical, potent, and poetic practice when nature, time, space, and
resources are scarce. City Witchery invites you to step into your own power through poetic writing prompts, reflections,
and practical rituals—so that you can find the sacred in your city.

In these pages, you will:

- tap into your inner magic—within the context of a city environment or while traveling
- shadow work with your city
- tune into city astrology
- embrace the enchantment of city streets and the power of wandering
- honor the dead in your city through graveyard ritual
- make kitchen witchery and find ways to make your apartment magical
- disconnect from digital and sensory overload
- reframe city limitations to reveal potential and inspiration
- learn to tap into energies
- write magical poetry inspired by your city
- honor the people and cultures that came before you

From constructing portable or permanent altars and working with herbs in apartment magic to performing bibliomancy in
your city library and working with nature and the moon in city spaces, City Witchery offers a new, attainable way to live
intentionally in a city.

About the Author
Lisa Marie Basile (she/her) is a poet, essayist, editor, and chronic illness awareness advocate living in New York City.
Shes the founder and creative director of Luna Luna Magazine and its online community, and the creator of Ritual
Poetica, a curiosity project dedicated to exploring the intersection of writing, creativity, healing, and sacredness. She
regularly creates dialogue and writes about intentionality and ritual, accessibility, creativity, poetry, foster care, mental
health, family trauma, healing, and chronic illness. She is the author of The Magical Writing Grimoire, Light Magic for Dark
Times, City Witches, and a few poetry collections, including the recent Nympholepsy, which is excerpted in Best
American Experimental Writing 2020. Her essays and other work can be found in The New York Times, Narratively,
Sabat Magazine, We Are Grimoire, Witch Craft Magazine, Refinery 29, Self, Healthline, Entropy, On Loan From The
Cosmos, Chakrubs, Catapult, BUST, Bustle, and more. Her work has been nominated for several Pushcart Prizes (most
recently for her work in Narratively). Lisa Marie has led poetry, writing, and ritual workshops&mdash;at HausWitch in
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AUSTRALIA SEPTEMBER 2021 Light Magic for Dark Times
Lisa Marie Basile with foreword by Kristen Sollee

Offers inspired, easy-to-do spells to be cast when your world is descending into chaos and darkness, or to
help prevent it.

Description
Light Magic for Dark Times offers inspired, easy-to-do spells to be cast when your world is descending into chaos and
darkness, or to help prevent it. Having a hard time finding that light? Need to manifest strength or conviction in the face of
trauma and division? Want to send healing vibes to a friend or a group of people who need it? Lisa Marie Basile shares
inspired spells to be cast during a crisis or to help prevent one.
Spells and practices in this book include: A binding spell to combat social burnout; A seashell spell to protect a loved one
or a group; A lunar light ritual to welcome new beginnings; A bathing ritual to heal from grief; A three-candle spell to find
strength in the face of trauma

Accompanying the spells are informative sidebars about the cultural and historical background of witchcraft and spellcraft.

About the Author
Lisa Marie Basile is the founding editor-in-chief of Luna Luna Magazine (an online magazine & community dedicated to
the occult, arts, and women) and the author of a few books of poetry. Her book Nympholepsy will be published by Inside
the Castle in November 2018, and she is working on her first novella, to be released by Clash Books in 2019. Her work as
a writer and editor has been profiled in Buzzfeed, The New York Daily News and Amy Poehler's Smart Girls. She has
been profiled in Elle Australia's Season of the Witch feature.

Kristen J. Sollee is a writer, curator, and educator exploring the electric intersections of art, sex, and culture. She has
written for mainstream and academic publications including The Huffington Post, VICE, NYLON, The Journal of Fashion,
and lectured at colleges and conferences across the U.S. and Europe. She is also the founding editrix of Slutist, a sex
positive feminist website, and a lecturer at The New School. Her critically-acclaimed book inspired by the course,
Witches, Sluts, Feminists: Conjuring the Sex Positive, was published in 2017.
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AUSTRALIA SEPTEMBER 2021 Dark Goddess Magick
C. Ara Campbell

Authored by Ara Campbell of wildly popular Goddess Circle school and community, Dark Goddess Magick
shows readers how to tap into the energy of shadow magick and the support of the dark goddesses to set
boundaries and reclaim their power.

Description
Dark Goddess Magick introduces 20 of the most powerful shadow goddesses and guidance on how to connect with them.
Light magick is all well and good, but sometimes you cant just "love and light" your way through challenging
circumstances. The potent shadow goddesses you meet here, however, can guide you through the darkness. Authored
by Ara Campbell of the wildly popular Goddess Circle school and community, each dark goddess entry includes spells,
invocations, and practices to utilize the goddesss magick and wisdom for embodying strength, setting boundaries, and
transforming your life. Often, it is in the darkest times that we find our strength and reclaim our power.

- Someone poaching on your lover, your home, or your business? Call on Kali, The Warrioress, to release your fear and
stand your ground
- Is your world falling apart or are you processing deep trauma or grief? Call on Persephone, The Dark Queen, to help
guide you through your emotional underworld and find a new beginning
- Trying to shake your "nice" girl or people-pleaser tendencies? Call on Lilith, The Rebel Renegade Goddess, to reclaim
your freedom
- Feeling stuck in some life situation that won't move forward? Call upon Morrigan, The Phantom Queen, to shapeshift the
circumstances

When life gets hard and messy, Dark Goddess Magick gives you spells, practices, and dark goddesses you can call on.

About the Author
C. Ara Campbell is a visionary writer, author, and founder of The Goddess Circle. She is a soul guide, cosmic channel,
facilitator of The Inner Priestess Awakening Online Journey and Relationship Empowerment & Sacred Love Online
Journey, and author of The Astro Forecast Publication. She is also a purveyor of rare and high vibration crystals in her
popular Etsy Shop. Ara is a modern day mystic dedicated to the rising feminine, and connecting others with their gifts and
healing using the natural world.
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AUSTRALIA SEPTEMBER 2021 Living Lunarly
Kiki Ely

Learn to nourish your spirit in harmony with the moon with Living Lunarly. This book offers intention-setting
rituals, meditations, plant-care exercises, and other self-care practices designed to echo the rhythms of the
lunar cycle.

Description
Living Lunarly is the nature-inspired self-care book powered by the cycles of the moon. As you follow the lunar cycle,
you'll set monthly intentions, explore plant care, crystals, and meditation, and find new emotional strength in aligning with
nature. Never has the idea of mindfully checking in with yourself and creating a "whole body" health-health that is more
than simply the absence of illness-been so appealing. This book reveals how introspection, ritual, and love can help you
lead a more spiritually fulfilling life. You will learn how to use the phases of the moon to guide you in your intention-setting
practice. As the moon waxes and wanes, use it to set a path of persistent self-reflection. Suggested practices and
exercises for 12 moons across the year echo the seasonal properties of each moon. For each of the 12 moons, you'll find
a unique ritual or exercise for every lunar phase, from new moon to waning crescent. These include:

- Intention-setting rituals connected to the new moon and full moon
- Exercises centered around growth, including plant care and other rituals rooted in nature
- Meditation and breathwork to help you calm and ground yourself
- Tips for nourishment, deep sleep, and beauty rituals to celebrate your body
- Journaling prompts to help you explore your monthly intention
- Other techniques to help you process your emotions and give and receive loving-kindness in everyday life

By following the book through the moons of the year, you'll gain a natural sense of the powers and properties of each
season and phase of the moon, and of which rituals and practices resonate most deeply with you. As you incorporate
these practices into the rhythm of your days, you'll find yourself moving in greater harmony with natural cycles, and
benefiting from your deepening connection to the world around you.

Living Lunarly gives you an accessible yet thorough guide to creating a self-care practice linked to the lunar cycle that is
meaningful, individual, and powerfully healing.

About the Author
Kiki Ely is a former attorney and event designer who made the conscious decision to pursue a life that was more fulfilling,
connected, and authentic. Kiki is a self-care, mindset, and beauty curator, influencer, blogger, and author. She speaks at
conventions, retreats, workshops, and on podcasts. In addition to this, she coaches individuals and businesses seeking
more alignment, balance, and truth in their day to day operations. Kiki believes that everyone deserves to live a life that is
a full expression of who they truly are.
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AUSTRALIA SEPTEMBER 2021 Complete Guide to Self-Care
Kiki Ely

Self-care is far from selfish. Learn lots of new mantras, tips, tricks, and crafts to help balance out all the
moving parts in your life with The Complete Guide to Self-Care.

Description
The Complete Guide to Self-Care features 100 accessible activities that help you reconnect with your body, mind, spirit,
and surroundings, and leave you feeling refreshed and ready to face the world again. Caring for yourself is far from selfish
and self-care is far from a new phenomenon, but it's recently been in the popular vernacular. With screens, work emails
on our phones, notifications, and poor boundaries between ourselves and the world around us, taking time and making
space for ourselves has become more and more important. Therapy, caring for plants, making your favourite dish…these
are all little ways to reclaim parts of yourself that you've lost track of in the daily hustle of life.

With encouraging reminders, inspiring thoughts, easy wins, and practical advice, The Complete Guide to Self-Care helps
you identify your needs so you can relax, refuel, and find calm in your hectic life. This book tells you why mindset is key,
how to nourish instead of punish yourself, how to exercise and sleep, and why it is important to go slow sometimes. You
live your whole life being you, so why not be your own best friend? The Complete Guide to Self-Care is a book for people
who need to relax, chill out, or re-centre. You'll learn how to achieve this by:

• Setting an effective and fruitful sleep schedule
• Creating exercise routines and not feeling bad about falling off the bike
• Saying no to things you don't want to do (and things that maybe you do but don't have space for)
• Reading, writing, art, music, and all forms of expression that water our soul
• Setting aside time that is only for you, no one else, no exceptions
• Watering yourself and giving yourself proper nutrients

In the tumults of our hectic world and your busy life, if you're working toward being emotionally available and hungry for
stability, a happier and healthier you is within your grasp.

About the Author
Kiki Ely is a former attorney and event designer who made the conscious decision to pursue a life that was more fulfilling,
connected, and authentic. Kiki is a self-care, mindset, and beauty curator, influencer, blogger, and author. She speaks at
conventions, retreats, workshops, and on podcasts. In addition to this, she coaches individuals and businesses seeking
more alignment, balance, and truth in their day to day operations. Kiki believes that everyone deserves to live a life that is
a full expression of who they truly are.
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AUSTRALIA SEPTEMBER 2021 The Fortune Telling Directory
Sarah Bartlett

The Fortune Telling Directory is a collective book that provides beginner knowledge of various fortune-telling
and divination methods, like palmistry, tea-leaf reading, and geomancy.

Description
Discover the secrets behind a wide range of fortune-telling tools and methods with this beautifully illustrated directory. The
ancient sages were fascinated by the patterns in nature, which they believed to be manifestations of the divine. They
noticed things like the ripples on water, the flight patterns of birds, the lines on a tortoise's shell, or the way leaves fell on
the ground. All of these natural patterns spoke a secret language to them, revealing the truth of the past, present, and
future. Over thousands of years, this symbolic imagery has been used to create many fortune-telling methods. With easy-
to-follow instructions and clear illustrations, The Fortune Telling Directory takes the mystery out of the tools of divination
and details the use of the following 13 fortune-telling methods:

- Tarot Reading
- Palmistry
- Numerology
- Pendulum Dowsing
- Runes
- Tea Leaf Reading
- The I Ching
- The Coin Method
- Chinese Love Signs
- Crystals
- Geomancy
- Scrying
- Ceromancy

No matter which avenue you choose to seek your fortune in, this practical guide will help you to unlock the secret
messages they hold and to create for yourself and others a happy and positive future. The Spiritual Directories series
offers concise handbooks on a variety of spiritual and new age subjects. Written by experts in their fields in easy-to-
understand language and beautifully presented in a visually driven format, the directories are essential guides for
beginners. With practical and simple step-by-step instructions, you'll discover how to interpret the secret languages of the
universe to create a happy and positive future for yourself and others. Other titles in this series: Astrology Directory,
Chakra Directory, Crystal Directory, Spirit Animal Directory, Tarot Directory.

About the Author
Sarah Bartlett (D.Psych Astrol) is the author of international best-selling books such as The Tarot Bible, The Little Book of
Practical Magic, The Witchs Spellbook and National Geographics Guide to Supernatural Places. Contributing astrologer
to media such as Cosmopolitan, She, Spirit & Destiny, theLondon Evening Standard and BBC Radio 2. Sarah nowChartwell
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AUSTRALIA SEPTEMBER 2021 The Spirit Animal Directory
Dawn Baumann Brunke

Through a review of all the common spirit animals and interactive lessons, The Spirit Animal Directory helps
you identify and communicate with your spirit guides for a fuller life.

Description
Discover your spirit animal and learn to communicate with the spiritual world by unlocking the psychic tools within you.
Spirit animals provide guidance and wisdom, and can help you to lead a happier and more fulfilling life. We all have one
or more spirit guides—the key is to learn how to communicate with them. From meditation techniques to keeping a dream
journal, The Spirit Animal Directory reveals different systems of communication and helps you choose the one that works
best for you. The directory provides:

- an overview of 100 common spirit animals, including small and large mammals, birds, reptiles and amphibians, and
insects among others
- what each spirit animal symbolizes
- what your particular spirit animal tells you about yourself
- interactive lessons and exercises that will help you discover and understand your personal guide
- an understanding of how to integrate knowledge of your spirit animal and what it means into your daily life

Whether you are new to the topic or already have an understanding of it, The Spirit Animal Directory can help you find
and connect with your spirit guide on your path to a more rewarding life. The Spiritual Directories series offers concise
handbooks on a variety of spiritual and new age subjects. Written by experts in their fields in easy-to-understand
language and beautifully presented in a visually driven format, the directories are essential guides for beginners. With
practical and simple step-by-step instructions, you'll discover how to interpret the secret languages of the universe to
create a happy and positive future for yourself and others. Other titles in this series: Astrology Directory, Chakra Directory,
Crystal Directory, Fortune Telling Directory, Tarot Directory.

About the Author
Dawn Baumann Brunke is an author, animal communicator, and dream enthusiast. She has designed a tarot deck and
written six books about connecting at deeper levels with nature, animals, self, and spirit. Her works include Animal
Voices; Animal Voices, Animal Guides; Shapeshifting with Our Animal Companions; Animal Teachings; The Animal
Wisdom Tarot; and Dreaming with Polar Bears. Dawn offers private consultations and group classes in animal
communication. She lives with her husband, daughter, and animal friends in Alaska. For more, please visit her site at
animalvoices.net.
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AUSTRALIA SEPTEMBER 2021 Dessert Boards
Kellie Hemmerly

50 platters that are beautiful, scrumptious, and easy-to-make: perfect for cosy nights with the family, for
holiday gatherings, and for any other occasion large or small.

Description
Take the exciting trend of artfully composed food platters and boards in an entirely sweet new direction with Kellie
Hemmerly's creative and gorgeous Dessert Boards. The more than 50 easy-to-make boards in Kellie's book are kid- and
family-friendly, which has not always been true of traditional charcuterie boards, with their focus on cheeses, salamis,
olives, hummus, tapas, and other 'grownup' foods. But the grownups surely will love these dessert and sweets boards,
too, whether the boards are served for a holiday party, a weekend visit from family or friends, or simply as a dessert for an
everyday dinner.

The boards feature a stunning variety of sweet treats, from baked things like bars, cookies, shortbreads, bundt cakes, and
mini pies, to fresh and colorful fruits of all kinds, to truffles, candies, s'mores, and more. The recipes include:

Chocolate Fondue Board
Movie Night Treats Board
Rose Gummy Bears Board
Ice Cream Sundaes Board
Retro Candy Board
Holiday Cookies Board
Funfetti Birthday Board

The book also includes platters that focus on healthier sweets, such as fruits, yogurts, and granola bars, perfect for
breakfast, brunch, and after-school or after-work snacks. There are inventive boards for people who love to bake as well
as quick-fix boards that can be built from store-bought goods - everything you need to bring smiles to your family and
friends and some extra sweetness to your life.

About the Author
Kellie Hemmerly is the talented cook, writer, and photographer behind the popular blog The Suburban Soapbox: A Good
Life Tastes Great, which focuses on family-friendly and healthy recipes, many of which are desserts, baking, and sweets
creations. She has been a frequent contributor to NBCs "Today Food Club" at Today.com and her work has been
featured on the websites of People magazine and Better Homes and Gardens, among many others. She lives with her
family near Philadelphia, Pennsylvania.
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AUSTRALIA SEPTEMBER 2021 Quick & Easy Air Fryer Cookbook
Carolina Cartier

Combining a favorite diet with a clean way to cook, the Quick & Easy Air Fryer Cookbook brings delicious keto
recipes to an appliance that seems like it was made specifically for it.

Description
Organized by favorite types of dishes (Breakfast, Sides, and Desserts) and Star Ingredients (Chicken, Pork, Vegetables)
in such a way that discovering your new favorite recipes are only a turn of the page away. Each recipe is complete with
keto macros to assist the health-conscious easily find out their percentages of proteins, calories, net carbs, total fat, trans
fats, and fiber they consume with each meal. While this book is an excellent addition to the culinary library of keto or air
fryer aficionados, introductions to both the keto diet and the air fryer make this a great pick for beginners as well.

If you haven't already heard about what a keto diet is, it involves a diet made predominantly of proteins and excludes
carbohydrates. It's named keto after the raised ketone levels in the blood that curb appetite and increase fat burning. A
keto diet comes with strict guidelines, and through air frying your food, you'll be left with a delectable meal free of any
complex carbohydrates and full of flavor. These easy, fast, step-by-step instructions accompanied with mouth-watering
photography throughout, are an excellent source of inspiration and portal to delicious weekday dinners as well as quick
recipes for easy entertaining. Air fried dinners are quick and tasty, making them a prime choice for families that are on the
go and busy working singles as well. By catering to your keto lifestyle and your love for the air fryer, you no longer have to
sacrifice health, time, or taste to get a delicious dinner.

Along with delicious recipes that stand on their own, separate sections of key keto staples to build out your own recipes,
are included in the back of the book. Crumb coating to add a crispy crunch to any recipe is ideal for air frying and can
inspire new keto-friendly recipes. Recipes for sweet and savory keto doughs for when you want to treat yourself to a
nostalgic pre-diet craving. Not to mention some of the delicious keto-friendly sauces that will please just about everyone,
such as:

- Korean Gochujang
- Coconut Curry Peanut Sauce
- General Tso Sauce
- Tikki Marsala Sauce
- Tzatziki Sauce
- Teriyaki Marinade

Additional delicious, crowd-pleasing recipes are bound to be instant favorites. Recipes such as:
- French Toast Egg Loaf
- Avocado Fries
- Flank Steak with Chimichurri
- Chicken Crust Pizza
- Cajun Shrimp Chartwell
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AUSTRALIA SEPTEMBER 2021 Epic Air Fryer Cookbook
Emily Paster

Everyone loves fried food. In Epic Air Fryer Cookbook, you can enjoy eating and cooking your favourite fried
foods guilt-free.

Description
From shakshuka to spanakopita and falafel to french toast, fried food from around the world is hard to resist?but you don't
have to! Epic Air Fryer offers the easy, healthy, and delicious recipes from around the globe.

Epic Air Fryer combines everything you love about air frying with the easiest, everyday recipes to enjoy conveniently
crispy meals. Air fryer meals are family favorites because of taste, but they also create healthy everyday meals, which
makes everyone happy. In this book you will find:

100 globally-inspired air fryer cookbook recipes that are favorites from around the world with recipes inspired by cuisine
from, among others, the Mediterranean (shakshuka), the Middle East (falafel), the United Kingdom (Toad in the Hole),
and India (tandoori chicken skewers)
All the recipes feature quick prep and cook times and use easy-to-find ingredients for quick cooking
A guide to air frying that offers tips for getting started and troubleshooting your air fryer, plus handy charts for guiding
timing and temperature
Recipe labels that indicate low-carb, keto-friendly, gluten-free, and vegetarian dishes plus detailed nutritional information
and serving sizes
Cooking with your air fryer has never been more healthy, fun...and epic!

About the Author
Emily Paster is the author of the widely admired blog, West of the Loop, primarily about food but with forays into parenting
and family life. She is the co-founder of the Chicago Food Swap and is a national leader in the growing food swap
movement (community get-togethers where handmade foods are bartered and exchanged).
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AUSTRALIA SEPTEMBER 2021 The Epic Air Fryer Healthy Cookbook
Michelle Anderson

The Epic Air Fryer Healthy Cookbook proves that the super popular air fryer can do truly amazing, downright
delicious things with vegetables and meatless meals.

Description
Move over, fried chicken. In TheEpic Air Fryer Healthy Cookbook, best-selling author and air-frying expert Michelle
Anderson shows you how to make 100+ amazing vegetarian dinners, sides, snacks, desserts, and more.

The air fryer is not just for carnivores. Whether you are a full-time vegetarian or one of the millions of omnivores who are
adding more plant-based dishes and meals to your weekly routine, you will love the imaginative, healthy, and terrifically
tasty ideas in this book. Air fryers cook fast and easy-that's why everyone loves them! And, because they use less oil, the
food they deliver is crispy, crunchy, and delicious but much better for you than traditional deep-fried or pan-fried foods.

Start your day with Crispy Buttermilk Waffles or zesty Huevos Ranchero Wraps and end it, after dinner, with an amazing
air-fried dessert, such as Caramelized Pineapple Shortbread, Churros with Chocolate Sauce, or Lemon-Blueberry
Donuts. In between, you will find lots of substantial meatless main courses, like Sesame-Orange Tofu and Broccoli,
Turkish Cauliflower Fritters, and Zucchini-Feta Pancakes with Tzatziki Sauce. Are you a potato lover? Try the recipes for
Sensational Sweet Potato Fries or Potato Wedges with Cheddar Dip.

From snacks like Smoky Candied Pecans to appetisers like Roasted Garlic Guacamole and sides like Low Country Hush
Puppies, the ideas are boundless and incredibly delicious. Expand your air frying repertoire with these thoroughly
delicious, tested-to-perfection recipes.

About the Author
Michelle Anderson was a chef for twenty years before devoting herself to food writing and becoming a widely admired
cookbook author. She uses natural and healthy-yet easy-to-find-ingredients in her recipes. She has also written Making
Artisan Breads for the Bread Machine, Clean Eating Weeknight Dinner Plan, and Healthy Cookbook for Two. She lives in
Ontario, Canada.
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AUSTRALIA SEPTEMBER 2021 Flavored Butters
Lucy Vaserfirer

Flavored Butters features 50 enticing recipes for sweet and savory butters for use as spreads, sauces, and
marinades.

Description
Lucy Vaserfirer's Flavored Butters offers 50 recipes and techniques for delectable homemade flavored butters, covering
both sweet and savory applications. Flavored butters, also called compound butters, have a multitude of uses. They make
a plain baguette or artisan loaf come alive with flavor; they complement a hearty breakfast muffin or delicate scone; they
serve as quick-fix sauces for a piece of fish, meat, or a bowl of pasta; and they brighten an artichoke or a serving of green
beans in surprising ways. We often see flavored butters as an elegant touch to bread service in restaurants, but there are
plenty more varieties and uses that are easy for home cooks to use in their kitchens as well. The recipes are amazingly
quick to execute in the kitchen and transformative in the flavor they impart, and each recipe has advice about what the
butter is best used on. Enhance your meals with:

- Shallot-Herb Butter
- Rosemary-Roasted Garlic Butter
- Mint Butter
- Caramelized Onion Butter
- Chipotle Butter
- Kimchi Butter
- Orange-Honey Butter
- Salted Caramel Butter
- Rose-Berry Butter
- Hazelnut Praline Butter
- And many more

In addition to the recipes, there are plenty of photographs to illustrate, and ample tips and tricks, like the perfect
temperature at which to serve the butters, how to serve, and the tools needed for making stunning presentations with
flavored butters. Add alluring flavors to your everyday meals with these delightful homemade butters.

About the Author
Chef, culinary educator, and food writer Lucy Vaserfirer is the author of Seared to Perfection, Marinades, Flavored
Butters, Not Your Mothers Cast Iron Skillet Cookbook, and The Ultimate Pasta Machine Cookbook. She is the creator,
writer, and photographer of the blog Hungry Cravings, an online resource that demystifies complex cooking and baking
techniques and offers delicious, foolproof recipes. She is an Adjunct Instructor of Cooking at Clark College in Vancouver,
Washington, and at Mount Hood Community College in Gresham, Oregon, and she has taught both home cooks and
professional chefs and bakers for many years. She holds Le Cordon Bleu associate degrees both in culinary arts and in
patisserie & baking. She lives in Vancouver, Washington.
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AUSTRALIA SEPTEMBER 2021 Van Gogh's Finale
Martin Bailey

Van Gogh's Finale is a definitive account of the final days of the artist's life and the incredible story of what
followed.

Description
A captivating and definitive account of the final days of Van Gogh's life and the incredible story of what followed.

Divided into three parts, the book first examines the eventful days from the artists' departure from the asylum in Saint-
Remy and arrival in Auvers until the shooting which brought his life to an end. During this time Van Gogh completed 70
paintings in 70 days. The second part delves deeper into the story of the artist's death, which has intrigued both experts
and the public for years, revealing little-known stories and uncovering overlooked accounts. We then follow the story of
how Van Gogh subsequently rose from relative obscurity to international renown and ultimately fame as one of the most
recognisable and popular artists in the world.

About the Author
MARTIN BAILEY is a leading specialist on Van Gogh and an arts journalist. He is a London-based correspondent for The
Art Newspaper. Bailey has curated several exhibitions on Van Gogh including one at Tate Britain in 2019. His most recent
books include The Sunflowers Are Mine: The Story of Van Gogh's Masterpiece, Studio of the South: Van Gogh in
Provence and Starry Night: Van Gogh at the Asylum.
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AUSTRALIA SEPTEMBER 2021 The Sunflowers Are Mine
Martin Bailey

Leading Van Gogh specialist Martin Bailey explains how and why Van Gogh created the iconic Sunflowers
paintings.

Description
This is the story of one of the world’s most iconic images. Martin Bailey explains why Van Gogh painted a series of
sunflower still lifes in Provence. He then explores the subsequent adventures of the seven pictures, and their influence on
modern art. Through the Sunflowers, we gain fresh insights into Van Gogh’s life and his path to fame. Based on original
research, the book is packed with discoveries – throwing new light on the legendary artist.

About the Author
Martin Bailey is a leading specialist on Van Gogh and an arts journalist. He is a London-based correspondent for The Art
Newspaper. Bailey has curated several exhibitions on Van Gogh, including one at Tate Britain in 2019, and has written
extensively on the artist. His books include The Sunflowers Are Mine (2013), Studio of the South (2016) and Starry Night
(2018).
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AUSTRALIA SEPTEMBER 2021 Bright Stars
Kate Bryan, illustrated by Anna Higgie

In Bright Stars, Kate Bryan examines the short lives and long legacies of artists who died before their time. In
this personal, persuasive and evocative book, Kate introduces some of the most inspiring people in art and
examines the myriad ways that death can affect the course of art history.

Description
'Bryan's writing pops and zings like a Basquiat painting - and reminds us why truly great artists are immortal.' - Noel
Fielding

'Bright Stars is a compelling reflection on the concept of legacy. Bryan's wide ranging assessment of artists we lost too
soon proves that longevity in art is rewarded to the stars that burn the brightest, however fleeting their lives and careers.' -
Maria Balshaw, Director of Tate

Some of the world's greatest and most-loved artists died under the age of forty. But how did they turn relatively short
careers into such long legacies? What drove them to create, against all the odds? And how can we use these stories to
re-evaluate artists lost to the shadows, or whose legacies are not yet secured? In Bright Stars, Kate Bryan examines the
lives and legacies of 30 great artists who died too young. Most artists have decades to hone their craft, persuade
unimpressed critics and build their reputation, but that's not the case for the artists in this book. In some cases, such as
with Vincent van Gogh and Jean-Michel Basquiat, their deaths have been mythologised, playing a key role in their
posthumous fame. Others were driven to create knowing their time was limited, such as with Aubrey Beardsley and Noah
Davis. For some artists, their early death also meant being written out of the history books, as was the case for Charlotte
Salomon and Pauline Boty. And as history goes to show, it can take centuries for forgotten artists to be championed and
given the recognition they deserve - as was the case with Caravaggio and Vermeer. With each artist comes a unique and
often surprising story about how lives full of talent and tragedy were turned into brilliant legacies that still influence and
inspire us today. This is a celebration of talent so great it shines on.

About the Author
Kate Bryan is an arts presenter, curator, expert tour guide and writer. She is Head of Collections for Soho House & Co.
globally and has written and presented television programmes for Sky Arts, Sky Arte Italia, BBC Two and BBC Four. She
is a judge on the annual Sky Arts competition programmes Portrait Artist of the Year and Landscape Artist of the Year.
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AUSTRALIA SEPTEMBER 2021 ArtQuake
Susie Hodge

An alternative introduction to modern art, focusing on the stories of 50 key works that consciously questioned
the boundaries, challenged the status quo and made shockwaves we are still feeling today.

Description
Discover art that dared to be different, risked reputations and put careers in jeopardy. This is what happens when artists
take tradition and rip it up.

ArtQuake tells the stories of 50 pivotal works that shook the world, telling the fascinating stories behind their creation,
reception and legacy. Causing fascination and intrigue in some, repulse and scorn in others, these cutting-edge totems
celebrated novelty and innovation and defined twentieth-century art. From Gustave Courbet's 'The Bathers' (1853) to
Marcel Duchamp's 'Fountain' (1917); Yves Klein's 'Anthropology Performance' (1960) to Judy Chicago's 'The Dinner
Party' (1974-9); Andres Serrano's 'Piss Christ' (1987) to Banksy's 'Love is in the Bin' (2018) - meet huge egos,
uncompromising feminists, gifted recluses, spiritualists, anti-consumerists, activists, satirists and more.

In telling the history of Modern and Contemporary Art through the pieces that were truly disruptive, and explaining the
context in which each was created, ArtQuake demonstrates the heart of modern art, which is to constantly question and
challenge expectation. ArtQuake is an alternative introduction to modern art, focusing on the stories of 50 key artworks
that questioned boundaries, challenged the status quo and made shockwaves we are still feeling today.

This is the first in a new series introducing the most disruptive cultural moments of the past 150 years. See also
FilmQuake, MusicQuake and FashionQuake.

About the Author
Susie Hodge MA FRSA is the bestselling author of Why Your Five Year Old Could Not Have Done That, The Short Story
of Art and How to Survive Modern Art. She has written over 100 books on art, art history, history and artistic techniques.
In addition, she hosts lectures, talks and practical workshops, and regularly appears on television and radio talks and
documentaries on everything to do with art.
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AUSTRALIA SEPTEMBER 2021 FilmQuake
Ian Haydn Smith

An alternative introduction to cinema, focusing on the stories of 50 key films that consciously questioned the
boundaries, challenged the status quo and made shockwaves we are still feeling today.

Description
Discover films that dared to be different, risked reputations and put careers in jeopardy. This is what happens when
filmmakers take tradition and rip it up. In FilmQuake, Ian Haydn Smith selects the 50 movies that shook the cinematic
world, telling the fascinating stories behind their creation, reception and legacy. Causing fascination and intrigue in some
and rejection and scorn in others - these cutting-edge totems, which celebrate novelty, technology and innovation, help
define what cinema means today.

From unbelievable developments in technology (Citizen Kane) to feminist triumphs (Wanda); films that kickstarted New
Queer Cinema (Paris is Burning) to others that challenged law-makers (A Short Film About Killing) - FilmQuake presents
the fifty most ground-breaking movies ever made. By discussing each film with the context of its production in mind, the
book will give readers true insight into why they were so pivotal. FilmQuake is an alternative introduction to cinema,
focusing on the stories of 50 key movies that questioned boundaries, challenged the status quo and made shockwaves
we are still feeling today.

This second book in a new series introducing the most disruptive cultural moments of the past 150 years. See also
ArtQuake, MusicQuake and FashionQuake.

About the Author
Ian Haydn Smith is a London-based writer. He is the update editor on 1001 Movies You Must See Before You Die and is
the editor of BFI Filmmakers Magazine and Curzon Magazine. Ian is also the author of Selling the Movie: The Art of the
Film Poster, The Short Story of Photography and Cult Filmmakers.
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AUSTRALIA SEPTEMBER 2021 The Secrets of Art
Debra N. Mancoff

The Secrets of Art offers a fresh encounter with familiar works of art, revealing untold stories, hidden meanings
and surprising revelations hidden beneath the surface.

Description
Discover the secrets, mysteries, hidden meanings and stories behind famous works of art. A book full of surprises,
discoveries, forgotten treasures and lost tales, The Secrets of Art takes us on a journey through the art world's mysteries
to reveal that works of art are not always what they seem.

A long-lost medieval masterpiece unearthed in the Tower of London. A secret message that only an elite few can read
encoded in a painting. In a portrait a duchess wears a gown that promotes her husband's policies and power in the guise
of her style. The intriguing stories of these works, and many more, are brought to life by author, historian and art detective
Debra N. Mancoff, as she reveals secret symbols used by Da Vinci, Vermeer and Caravaggio, uncovers layers of
meaning in paintings by Van Gogh, Picasso and Dali, and provides insight into works by Frida Kahlo, Kara Walker and
Marina Abramovi.

Drawing upon the findings of advanced technology, new research, scientific analysis and old-fashioned curiosity, The
Secrets of Art unveils the layers of meaning beneath the surfaces of great works of art in a collection of tales that are fully
based in fact but are as fascinating as fiction.

About the Author
DEBRA N. MANCOFF is an art historian and the author of more than twenty books on European and American art and
culture. She lectures regularly at many of the major museums in the United States and Great Britain. Based in Chicago,
she is a Scholar-in-Residence at the Newberry Library.
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AUSTRALIA SEPTEMBER 2021 Camouflage
Steve Parker

100 of nature's best-hidden creatures are profiled and photographed in a major new book on animal
camouflage.

Description
Camouflage is essential to surviving in the wild. Both a built-in defence mechanism and a cunning tactic for attack, this
biological advantage helps animals hide from dangerous predators and catch unsuspecting prey. It is used in many
different ways, primarily to mask one's identity, movement or location, and changes over time as animals evolve and
adapt to live.

This stunning photographic collection reveals 100 camouflaged creatures from around the world paired with fascinating
insights from leading UK zoology author Steve Parker. Each elusive animal will have a profile of 300 words paired with
striking photographic examples featuring a wealth of colour and ingenious camouflages. Examples include:

THE GIRAFFE: the world's tallest mammal yet it remains tricky to detect among trees thanks to its spots. The spots also
help to regulate their temperature
THE OCTOPUS: changes its opacity, colour and pattern in response to threats
THE WALKING LEAF INSECT: has evolved a strikingly similar shape and colour to the leaves it eats
THE ARCTIC FOX: changes its fur colour to white in the winter, perfectly blending in with the snow - but climate change is
disrupting this age-old adaptation
THE TURTLE:uses colour and pattern to camouflage on sand, rocks and the ocean floor to escape its predators.

About the Author
STEVE PARKER is an award-winning science author for children and adults. After gaining a degree in Zoology and
working at the Natural History Museum, Steve moved into educational publishing and has now written more than 300
titles. He is a Senior Scientific Fellow of the Zoological Society of London.
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AUSTRALIA SEPTEMBER 2021 Be Stress-Free and Color
illustrated by Angela Porter,  Lacy Mucklow

Stress relief is in sight with art therapy. Be Stress-Free and Color gives adults over 50 coloring pages to relax
into after a long day.

Description
Be Stress-Free and Color is the perfect book for stressed-out adults who want to reconnect, simply and easily, with their
inner creativity. In this guided coloring book for adults looking for some me-time, art therapist Lacy Mucklow and artist
Angela Porter offer up over 50 coloring pages, all designed to help you unplug and unwind.

With so much chaos in the world and stress in our daily lives, we need a way to relieve the tension and avoid burnout,
illness, or worse. A simple and inexpensive way to relieve stress is by coloring images, which is soothing and could
ultimately aid in reversing the effects of anxiety. Refocusing your attention on something completely different engages a
mental, physical, and emotional shift that can help break the pattern of consistent stress and allow you to rejuvenate.

Be Stress-Free and Color features designs that tackle seven of the most common stressors experienced by people
worldwide: disorganization and chaos, relationships of all kinds, financial difficulties, employment, health concerns, time
management, and traveling and commuting. You can explore the benefits of putting pencil (or crayon!) to paper and
channel your day-to-day stresses into a satisfying, creative environment.

Be Stress-Free and Color will have you enjoying the day and relaxing before you know it! Also available: Be Calm and
Color; Be Grateful and Color

Experience waves of calm as you color your way through the books of the Creative Coloring series. These coloring books
include something for everyone, regardless of age or artistic experience, from adorable kitties and cute kawaii characters
to hilarious memes and calming mandalas. Let go of your stress and find peace in all the beautiful patterns or adorable
characters. Whether you are looking for an easy, relaxing past time or to get those creative juices flowing, this series has
it covered. Creative Coloring books are the perfect gift for friends or loved ones (including yourself!).

About the Author
Angela Porter is a self-taught artist who finds inspiration in nature, especially ammonite and other fossils. Much of her
work is abstract with flowing lines, shapes, and colors that create textured and detailed artworks. She works with technical
drawing pens, watercolors, inks, colored pencils, and metallic paints and pens. She lives in South Wales.Lacy Mucklow
(MA. ATR-BC, LPAT, LCPAT) is a registered, board certified, and licensed art therapist who has been practicing art
therapy in the Washington, DC area since 1999. She has experience working with a variety of mental health populations
and settings, including schools, home-based counseling, and hospitals with adolescents, families, and adults. Lacy holds
a Bachelor of Arts degree in Psychology with a minor in Studio Art from Oklahoma State University, and a Master of Arts
degree in Art Therapy from The George Washington University.
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AUSTRALIA SEPTEMBER 2021 Be Relaxed and Color
Lacy Mucklow, illustrated by Angela Porter

Be Relaxed and Color features gorgeous coloring templates for adults who are looking for creative ways to
calm their anxiety. Shut off your worries and color your way back to relaxation.

Description
In this calming book, art therapist Lacy Mucklow and artist Angela Porter offer fun coloring templates for grown-ups
looking for creative activities to help ease their minds. With the chaos of the world and our screen-centered lives, it can be
difficult to unwind and relax. Mindful activities like coloring have proven to be calming for adults who need a little me time.

Be Relaxed and Color features stunning pages made to soothe your mind as your worries float away. With themes
showcasing peaceful and comforting images, such as cozy comforts, relaxing routines, peaceful environment, and quiet
getaways, you'll be able to channel your anxiety and stress and turn them into satisfying accomplishments. Shut off your
worries. And color your way back to relaxation. Have some fun while putting your mind into a peaceful and serene state.
Instead of looking at a screen when you need some time to relax, Be Relaxed and Color offers a creative, relaxing
alternative.

Also available: Be Calm and Color; Be Stress-Free and Color; and Be Grateful and Color. Experience waves of calm as
you color your way through the books of the Creative Coloring series. These coloring books include something for
everyone, regardless of age or artistic experience, from adorable kitties and cute kawaii characters to hilarious memes
and calming mandalas. Let go of your stress and find peace in all the beautiful patterns or adorable characters. Whether
you are looking for an easy, relaxing past time or to get those creative juices flowing, this series has it covered. Creative
Coloring books are the perfect gift for friends or loved ones (including yourself!).

About the Author
Lacy Mucklow (MA. ATR-BC, LPAT, LCPAT) is a registered, board certified, and licensed art therapist who has been
practicing art therapy in the Washington, DC area since 1999. She has experience working with a variety of mental health
populations and settings, including schools, home-based counseling, and hospitals with adolescents, families, and adults.
Lacy holds a Bachelor of Arts degree in Psychology with a minor in Studio Art from Oklahoma State University, and a
Master of Arts degree in Art Therapy from The George Washington University.Angela Porter is a self-taught artist who
finds inspiration in nature, especially ammonite and other fossils. Much of her work is abstract with flowing lines, shapes,
and colors that create textured and detailed artworks. She works with technical drawing pens, watercolors, inks, colored
pencils, and metallic paints and pens. She lives in South Wales.
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AUSTRALIA SEPTEMBER 2021 Be Calm and Color
illustrated by Angela Porter,  Lacy Mucklow

Be Calm and Color is a guided coloring book designed for adults who need some stress relief. End the chaos
in your life with a little relaxation and me time!

Description
Find the calm within the storm! In this guided, mindful coloring book for anxiety-burdened adults, art therapist Lacy
Mucklow and artist Angela Porter offer over 50 coloring pages all designed to help you release stress and find peace.
Amid the chaos of the world and our lives, it is especially important to remain calm. This book harnesses the benefits of
putting pencil to paper and offers you an opportunity to channel your anxiety into a satisfying, creative accomplishment.
Coloring templates feature therapeutic themes, including:

- Mandalas
- Water Scenes
- Wooded Scenes
- Geometric Patterns
- Flora & Fauna
- Natural Patterns
- Spirituality

Be Calm and Color is the perfect way to step back from the stress of everyday life, be creative, and relax! Also available:
Be Stress-Free and Color; Be Grateful and Color.

Experience waves of calm as you color your way through the books of the Creative Coloring series. These coloring books
include something for everyone, regardless of age or artistic experience, from adorable kitties and cute kawaii characters
to hilarious memes and calming mandalas. Let go of your stress and find peace in all the beautiful patterns or adorable
characters. Whether you are looking for an easy, relaxing past time or to get those creative juices flowing, this series has
it covered. Creative Coloring books are the perfect gift for friends or loved ones (including yourself!).

About the Author
Angela Porter is a self-taught artist who finds inspiration in nature, especially ammonite and other fossils. Much of her
work is abstract with flowing lines, shapes, and colors that create textured and detailed artworks. She works with technical
drawing pens, watercolors, inks, colored pencils, and metallic paints and pens. She lives in South Wales.Lacy Mucklow
(MA. ATR-BC, LPAT, LCPAT) is a registered, board certified, and licensed art therapist who has been practicing art
therapy in the Washington, DC area since 1999. She has experience working with a variety of mental health populations
and settings, including schools, home-based counseling, and hospitals with adolescents, families, and adults. Lacy holds
a Bachelor of Arts degree in Psychology with a minor in Studio Art from Oklahoma State University, and a Master of Arts
degree in Art Therapy from The George Washington University.
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AUSTRALIA SEPTEMBER 2021 Complete the Drawing
Editors of Chartwell Books

Complete the Drawing keeps artists of all skill levels inspired with over 200 unfinished drawings to fill in and
embellish.

Description
Begin your artists journey today! Complete the Drawing is the perfect push to get you started on the path to becoming an
amazing illustrator. Every page has a new drawing waiting for you to fill in the lines, add a compelling background, or
embellish every nuanced detail. With over 200 drawings for you to finish, you can encourage your creative side every day.
Whether you're a casual doodler looking to improve your skills or a pro creative looking for some easy inspiration,
Complete the Drawing will get those creative juices flowing. Drawings eager for your influence include:

- Unfinished monsters to imagine
- A flower bouquet waiting to be customized
- An empty fridge ready to be stocked with your imagination
- Unfinished animals to bring to life
- An unfinished skyscraper for you to design

With lots of space for your imagination to take over, this journal has a minimal design that will encourage your own art
work. The compact size is perfect for on-the-go drawing and the layflat format facilitates your focus on your work. With so
much of our lives and contact going digital, the Creative Keepsakes journals offer an intimate way to nurture your
connection with yourself and the people around you. An entertaining way to get off your screen, these guided and free-
form journals are great for writers and artists alike. Each journal offers content around a different theme, including silly
prompts for a laugh, random yet thoughtful questions, inspiration for art and composition, interactive prompts to learn
about your heritage, and blank interiors on high-quality paper stock to use as your creative canvas. Beautifully designed
and full of mindful prompts, channel your inspiration as you put pen (or pencil, or marker, or crayon!) to paper to learn
more about yourself, your talents, and the people you love.

Also in this Series: 3,001 Questions All About Me, 301 Things to Draw, 301 Writing Ideas, Create Comics: A Sketchbook,
Inner Me, Internet Password Book, My Fathers Life, My Grandmothers Life, My Life Story, My Mothers Life, 3,001 This or
That Questions, My Grandfathers Life, Create the Poem, Mom and Me Journal, Why I Love You Journal, Create the
Story, and Destroy & Design.

About the Author
Publishing and supplying books to wholesalers, mail order companies, and retail stores for over 60 years, Chartwell
Books publishes across a wide range of subjects, including history, craft, home reference, puzzles and games, music and
music instruction, art instruction, transportation, and more.
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AUSTRALIA SEPTEMBER 2021 Kawaii Kitty Cat (Too Cute Crochet Kit)
Katalin Galusz

Kawaii Kitty Cat (Too Cute Crochet Kit) includes all the materials and instructions you need to make adorable
amigurumi cat.

Description
Kawaii Kitty Cat (Too Cute Crochet Kit) includes all the materials and instructions you need to make adorable amigurumi
cat.

About the Author
Kati G&aacute;lusz discovered the world of amigurumi when she wanted to make a unique gift for a toy-collector friend.
What started as a quick fling has grown into the love of a lifetime, allowing her to combine her need for creativity with her
main interests: animals and great books and movies. After lavishing her creations on her long-suffering family and friends,
she started to sell them on Etsy and share her crochet patterns on Ravelry. When she is not crocheting, she can usually
be found with a book in her hand, surrounded by her dogs in her home near Budapest, the Hungarian capital.
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AUSTRALIA SEPTEMBER 2021 Baby Owl (Too Cute Crochet Kit)
Katalin Galusz

Baby Owl (Too Cute Crochet Kit) is an adorable all-in-one crochet kit with the materials you need to make an
amigurumi owl!

Description
Crochet your own baby owl! This kit includes everything you need to make a sweet amigurumi baby owl from start to
finish. Each kit in the Too Cute Crochet series is a crafter's dream, including everything needed to make an adorable
crochet project from start to finish-no need to hunt down materials or stock up on more than you need. The removable,
illustrated color instruction book leads you through the pattern, step by step. With a foolproof pattern and matching
materials, your perfect amigurumi creation will look just like the image in the book. Whatever your skill level, you will likely
be able to complete the project with ease the same day you start. This little feathered friend is TOO CUTE! Crochet this
cutie for yourself or give him as a gift; either way, it's sure to bring a smile. Inside you'll find:

- 4 Colors of Yarn
- Crochet Hook
- Plastic Safety Eyes
- Fiberfill
- Yarn Needle
- Illustrated Instruction Book

Also in the Too Cute Crochet series: Kawaii Kitty Cat.

About the Author
Kati G&aacute;lusz discovered the world of amigurumi when she wanted to make a unique gift for a toy-collector friend.
What started as a quick fling has grown into the love of a lifetime, allowing her to combine her need for creativity with her
main interests: animals and great books and movies. After lavishing her creations on her long-suffering family and friends,
she started to sell them on Etsy and share her crochet patterns on Ravelry. When she is not crocheting, she can usually
be found with a book in her hand, surrounded by her dogs in her home near Budapest, the Hungarian capital.
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AUSTRALIA SEPTEMBER 2021 Writers' Letters
Michael Bird,  Orlando Bird

Writers' Letters is a collection of fascinating letters written by great writers, from Dickens to De Beauvoir.

Description
Delve into the lives and work of some of the world's great writers with this intriguing collection of correspondence. There is
much to discover in this illustrated compendium of letters written by great novelists, poets, playwrights and essayists, from
Cervantes to the present day. One hundred letters and notes from Mark Twain, Oscar Wilde, Jane Austen, Virginia Woolf,
Jack Kerouac and Chinua Achebe among many others are reproduced, together with a transcript of the correspondence
and background details which provide their context. Arranged thematically, the book contains personal musings on love,
happiness, work, daily life, money, politics, travel and the creative process. For lovers of literature, these rare documents
provide fascinating insights into writers daily lives, relationships and work. In the era of SMS, email and instant message,
Writers' Letters reminds us of the treasures to be found in a simple letter.

About the Author
Michael Bird is a writer, art historian and radio broadcaster. He has published many books, essays and articles on
modern and contemporary art. His books include Artists Letters (2019) and 100 Ideas That Changed Art (2012).Orlando
Bird is a journalist who writes on art and culture, and is a regular contributor to The Telegraph and The Financial Times.
He lives in London.
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AUSTRALIA SEPTEMBER 2021 Artists' Letters
Michael Bird

A treasure trove of noteworthy letters, arranged thematically to provide an insight into the lives and work of
great artists.

Description
Artists' Letters is a treasure trove of carefully selected letters written by great artists, providing the reader with a unique
insight into their characters and a glimpse into their lives. Arranged thematically, it includes writings and musings on love,
work, daily life, money, travel and the creative process.
On the theme of friendship, for example, letters provide evidence of a creative community between peers, with support
and mutual appreciation that helps to dispel the myth of the artist as solitary genius. Letters between Vincent van Gogh
and Paul Gauguin show an ongoing conversation and exchange of ideas. We see mutual admiration between Claude
Monet and Berthe Morisot, and Picasso's quick notes to Jean Cocteau illustrate their closeness. Correspondence, some
of which includes sketches and drawings, is reproduced with the transcript and some background and contextual
information alongside.
The book brings together a collection of treasures found in letters, which in our digital age are an increasingly lost art.

About the Author
Michael Bird is a writer, art historian and radio broadcaster. He has published many books, essays and articles on
modern and contemporary art. His books include Sandra Blow (2005), The St Ives Artists: A Biography of Place and Time
(2008) and 100 Ideas That Changed Art (2012).
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AUSTRALIA SEPTEMBER 2021 The Secret Life of Fish
Doug Mackay-Hope

An exploration into the untold lives of 50 of the most compelling fish living in our oceans and waterways.

Description
Discover the astonishing truth about our aquatic cousins: how they think and what they know, their experiences and
unique behaviours, and the many things we have in common.There are 33,000 species of fish on our planet, and that
number is constantly increasing. In context, that is more than all the species of mammals, birds, amphibians and reptiles
added together, making fish the most numerous vertebrates on our planet. Waters worldwide are teeming with these
elusive creatures, but how much do we really know about them? Grouped into thematic chapters - including the
Dangerous and Deadly, Unusual Giants and Mini Marvels - inside biologist Doug Mackay-Hope profiles the secret lives of
50 of our most interesting underwater cousins in this insightful and myth-busting text, complete with charming watercolour
diagrams and expert insights.

About the Author
Doug Mackay-Hope is Head of Development for BBC's Natural History Unit in Bristol (producers of Planet Earth and Blue
Planet II). He has worked directly with David Attenborough. He is a trained biologist having studied at Imperial College in
London before moving into television natural history filmmaking. He began his career conceiving and developing BAFTA-
winning Big Blue Live and Attenborough & The Giant Dinosaur. His first responsibilities ranged from quirky children's
shows that involved deadly animals to a man hunting freshwater monsters in far-flung corners of the world for
international hit River Monsters, which helped to fed his fascination with fish.
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AUSTRALIA SEPTEMBER 2021 30-Second Biochemistry
Stephen Contakes

30-Second Biochemistry presents the subjects 50 most important ideas, breaking down the proteins,
carbohydrates and more to explain the science of living organisms.

Description
30-Second Biochemistry takes 50 of the most significant ideas relating to the study of the chemical processes connected
to living organisms, simplifying each concept using just 300 words and one picture. By using chemical procedures to
tackle biological challenges, biochemistry reveals the behaviour of complex molecules and how they combine to form the
building blocks of life. Through this book you will gain a clear understanding of a fascinating area of science, embarking
on a journey that reveals how new life is created, the path molecules take to develop from microscopic cells into complete
organisms and how energy is harvested and harnessed to help organisms function efficiently.

About the Author
Stephen Contakes is Associate Professor of Chemistry at Westmont College in Santa Barbara, California, where he
teaches courses in inorganic, analytic and physical chemistry. With a background in organometallic and bioinorganic
chemistry, his research interests involve the preparation of redox-active hydrogen bonded assemblies and photoactive
nanoparticle catalysts for use in pollutant remediation.
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AUSTRALIA SEPTEMBER 2021 The Art of War
Pete Katz

A beautifully illustrated retelling of one of Chinese literatures most celebrated and influential books.

Description
An entertaining graphic adaptation of the oldest military treatise in the world and a masterpiece of Chinese literature.
Hailed as the oldest philosophical discussion on military strategy, Sun Tzu's The Art of War has been adapted as a
graphic novel by award-winning illustrator Pete Katz. In this collectible thread-bound edition, the narrative focuses on a
teacher instructing a pupil on the main points of Sun Tzu's treatise, with vibrant battle scenes interspersed throughout.
Issues such as planning, tactics, manoeuvring, and spying are illustrated with full-color scenes, so that readers may gain
a greater understanding of principles from the fifth century BC that continue to influence generals, politicians and
business leaders to this day.

About the Author
Pete Katz is a half-Irish, half-Greek illustrator born in the East End of London, UK. He has been a freelance illustrator for
over ten years and has worked for clients including Oxfam, Harvey Nichols, and the British Museum. He is a member of
the international Bad Apple Artist Collective and produces portraits and other commissions, as well as working on graphic
novels.
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AUSTRALIA SEPTEMBER 2021 Green Living
Green Matters

Who says living a green lifestyle has to be a chore? Part reference, part lifestyle—with a dash of inspiration—
Green Living is full of approachable, accessible, and easily implemented strategies to quickly and easily
bring sustainability into all areas of your life and home.

Description
Do you aspire to live a green or zero-waste life, but just don't know where to begin? Green Living is here to guide you to
an eco-friendly lifestyle through approachable, easy-to-implement strategies. Authored by the successful GreenMatters.
com website, which is dedicated to making news and topics across sustainability and innovation accessible to everyone,
this indispensable resource is packed with suggestions and ideas to implement sustainable living in all areas of your life
and home. You'll be inspired to dive deeper into green living and feel empowered by your choice to help the environment
and create a healthier household. Learn not just the "why" of going green, but the "how," with quick-and-easy tips to
substitute unsustainable and unhealthy products with greener options that allow you to save money, too, such as
switching to single-use alternatives like reusable straws and cloth shopping totes. Also find resources to help you get
creative and reuse materials you already have for a new purpose, from DIY pet toys to home decor, minimizing what you
buy and preventing materials from going into the landfill. Other topics covered:

- Recycling and composting
- Eco-friendly cleaning
- Minimalist organizing
- Green beauty
- Sustainable fashion

This comprehensive guide to green will take a permanent place on your bookshelf as you return to it again and again on
your journey to sustainability.

About the Author
Green Matters, the fastest-growing green lifestyle media company, is dedicated to making news and topics across
sustainability and innovation accessible to all. They help bring awareness to global issues and solutions, and hope to
inspire you to make simple changes to your daily habits and lifestyle. Green Matters believes that many small actions can
collectively make a big difference in ensuring a healthy planet for generations to come. Learn more at greenmatters.com.
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AUSTRALIA SEPTEMBER 2021 Love Pattern and Colour
Charlotte Abrahams

The essential guide to choosing patterns for the home, Love Pattern and Colour is packed full of colourful,
inspiring ideas for using pattern with confidence.

Description
Whether you want to fill your home with a riot of different patterns, or are looking for a single motif for a feature wall,
there's an amazing array to choose from, and Love Pattern and Colour is the perfect place to start. Bursting with beautiful
images of pattern designs from all over the world, this book shows how clever use of pattern can change a room: it can
create a bold and striking space filled with drama, a cosy, comforting corner, or a cheery, colourful place that lifts the
spirits. Being creative with pattern doesn't just mean choosing it for your walls: there's a feast of styles displayed here for
furniture, lampshades, floors, tableware, curtains and cushions. Looking at eight popular themes and how they can be
used in a huge variety of ways, Love Pattern and Colour shows you designs and styles that can transform your home.
Chapters and motifs featured include:

Abstracts - brush strokes, marbling, random swirls
Botanicals - trees, leaves, grasses, seedheads
Scenes and Stories - Chinoiserie, toile du jouy
Florals - spectacular blooms, country garden
Geometrics - stripes, spots, squares
Animal Kingdom - animal motifs and prints
Textures - visual and tactile

Charlotte Abrahams loves pattern and wants you to love it too. With her expert advice on how to choose and use pattern,
and how to make it work in different spaces, you can find your personal style and decorate your home with flair.

About the Author
Charlotte Abrahams is a freelance writer and curator specialising in design and the applied arts. She trained in fashion at
Central St Martin's, London, and since then has written for the Financial Times, Guardian Weekend, CRAFTS, Saturday
Telegraph, Stella Magazine, Times LUXX, Homes & Antiques and Design Anthology UK. She is the author of Wallpaper;
a Collection of Modern Prints (Quadrille, 2013) and Hygge, A Celebration of Simple Pleasures. Living the Danish Way
(Trapeze, 2016). Exhibitions Charlotte has curated include The Craft of Wallpaper at London's Geffrye Museum, and the
bi-annual new design showcase Spotted at influential trade fairs Top Drawer Spring and Top Drawer Autumn. Charlotte
lives in Gloucestershire, UK.
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AUSTRALIA SEPTEMBER 2021 Love Colour
Anna Starmer

Choosing colours for your home can become an overwhelming and confusing process - there is just so much
on offer!

Description
Love Colour will help you to bring your favourite colours to life by successfully making all those challenging decisions.
Renowned international colour expert Anna Starmer takes you by the hand and guides you through this lavishly illustrated
rainbow world of colour combinations, teaching you everything you need to know about hues, tones, accents and
foundation colours along the way. Start by simply choosing a colour you love, then take your inspiration from our
accessible and practical palettes to create your own colour combinations. This book also includes removable colour chart
booklet so you can note and match your perfect colours anytime you are out and about.

About the Author
After studying textile design at Chelsea College of Art, Anna Starmer has worked closely with many leading design
studios developing ideas and pioneering trends. Clients have included IKEA, Marks and Spencer and Dulux paints. Anna
is a key member of the British Textile Colour Group and Editor and Creative Director of the bi-annual colour publication
The Mix Interior. Her work and her home have been featured in a number of magazines including Elle Decoration, Marie
Claire and Vogue.
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AUSTRALIA SEPTEMBER 2021 Common Sense Natural Beekeeping
Kim Flottum, with Stephanie Bruneau

Common Sense Natural Beekeeping teaches aspiring as well as experienced beekeepers how to keep their
bees healthy and productive without depending on unnatural chemical or human intervention.

Description
With Common Sense Natural Beekeeping, learn to keep bees sustainably with limited chemical or human intervention.
Today's bees face unprecedented challenges. Chemical treatments for pests like the ubiquitous and deadly varroa mite
have become standard even as resistance to such treatments grows and evidence suggests the chemical treatments
themselves are contributing to the widely discussed Colony Collapse Disorder.

Common Sense Natural Beekeeping offers beekeepers a different choice. Based on expert advice from Kim Flottom,
editor emeritus of Bee Culture magazine and best-selling author of The Backyard Beekeeper, this book teaches holistic,
sensible alternatives to conventional apiary practices, and includes:

- Lessons from the way bees live in the wild
- Management strategies that respect the natural intelligence of the bee
- Hive design elements that promote colony health and resilience
- Case studies highlighting successful natural beekeepers from around the world

Beekeepers today have myriad choices to make that affect their bees health and productivity. From housing to nutrition,
including pests and diseases, Common Sense Natural Beekeeping introduces sustainable alternatives for natural hive
management.

About the Author
Kim Flottum brings a rich background of plant science, honey bee research, and basic farming to his 30 years as the
editor of Bee Culture magazine, where his main occupation has been finding the answers to the multitude of questions
that beginning, intermediate, and even advanced and experienced beekeepers bring to the table. He teaches beginning
and advanced beekeeping courses, travels extensively to educate and lecture, and contributes to a variety of other
publications on the basics of honey bees and beekeeping biology, the business of bees and pollination, producing and
using varietal honeys, and a host of other subjects. He is the author of The Backyard Beekeeper, First Time Beekeeping,
In Business with Bees, and Common Sense Natural Beekeeping. His books, magazine articles, interviews, and blogs are
widely read for both their fundamental and advanced contribution to beekeeping knowledge. He is beekeepings leading
advocate for fundamental honey bee safety, including insuring excellent honey bee health, providing extraordinary forage,
and minimizing the use of agricultural pesticides.Stephanie Bruneau is a beekeeper, herbalist, and artist. She runs The
Benevolent Bee, a small business selling honey, beeswax candles, herbal body care products, and other handcrafted and
hive-derived items. At the Benevolent Bee "Teaching Apiary" Stephanie observes, learns, and teaches about bees and
bee behavior to students of all ages. Stephanie has also taught classes about bees and the products of the honeybee
hive at Northeastern University, The Cambridge Center for Adult and Community Education, The Morris Arboretum of the
University of Pennsylvania, The Boston School of Herbal Studies, and Temple University. Quarry Books
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AUSTRALIA SEPTEMBER 2021 The Backyard Beekeeper
Kim Flottum

This complete honey bee resource is loaded with updated information on bee problems and treatments,
measuring techniques, swarm control, harvesting, and using top bar hives.

Description
The Backyard Beekeeper, now in its 4th edition, makes the time-honoured and complex tradition of beekeeping an
enjoyable and accessible backyard pastime that will appeal to urban and rural beekeepers of all skill levels.

More than a guide to beekeeping, this handbook features expert advice for:
Setting up and caring for your own colonies
She best location to place your new bee colonies for their safety and yours
The most practical and nontoxic ways to care for your bees
Swarm control
Using top bar hives
Harvesting the products of a beehive and collecting and using honey
Bee problems and treatments

What's New?
Information for Urban Bees and Beekeepers
Using Your Smoker the Right Way
Better Pest Management
Providing Consistent and Abundant Good Food

About the Author
Kim Flottum brings a background of more than a decade of plant science, honey bee research, and basic farming to his
thirty years as the editor of Bee Culture magazine where his main occupation is finding the answers to the multitude of
questions that beginning, intermediate, and even advanced and experienced beekeepers bring to the table. He teaches
beginning and advanced beekeeping courses, travels extensively to educate and lecture, and contributes to a variety of
other publications on the basics of honey bees and beekeeping biology, the business of bees and pollination, producing
and using varietal honeys, and a host of other subjects. His books, magazine articles, interviews, and blogs are widely
read for both their fundamental and advanced contribution to beekeeping knowledge. His magazine platform gives voice
to his social commentary on topics ranging from genetically modified foods to pesticide abuse to both good and bad
government regulations in the industry. He is beekeeping's leading advocate for fundamental honey bee safety including
insuring excellent honey bee health, providing extraordinary forage, and minimising the use of agricultural pesticides.

Quarry Books
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AUSTRALIA SEPTEMBER 2021 The Kew Gardener's Guide to Growing Trees
ROYAL BOTANIC GARDENS KEW ,  Tony Kirkham

Kew Garden's beautiful, practical and contemporary guide to growing trees for gardeners of all levels.

Description
This inspirational book from Kew Garden's tree expert is the perfect guide to choosing and growing these essential
garden mainstays. With authoritative advice from Kew tree expert Tony Kirkham and the Kew Gardens team, this is the
ultimate companion to growing and planting trees. In addition, there are twelve tree-related projects to inspire every
green-fingered gardener. There is a place in every garden for a tree, but before buying it is important to think about why
and what you are planting and where. Do you want to plant for privacy, as a single ornamental specimen for seasonal
interest or to attract wildlife? Such key considerations are discussed by the Head of the Arboretum, Gardens &
Horticultural Services at the Royal Botanic Gardens, Kew. He also explains the practicalities of growing a tree as well as
describing and illustrating a wide range of trees in detail, for every size of garden.

The Kew Gardener's Guide to Growing Trees is part of the Kew Gardener's Guide to Growing series and is accompanied
by Growing Herbs, Growing House Plants, Growing Vegetables, Growing Orchids and Growing Fruit.

About the Author
KEW ROYAL BOTANIC GARDENS has built a global resource for medicinal plant names that enables health
professionals and researchers to access information about plants and plant products relevant to pharmacological
research, health regulation, traditional medicine and functional foods.Tony Kirkham MBE is Head of the Arboretum,
Gardens & Horticultural Services at the Royal Botanic Gardens, Kew and was awarded the RHS's highest accolade, the
Victoria Medal of Honour, in 2019. He has participated in and led several plant-collecting expeditions to Chile and East
Asia and has written, co-authored or edited numerous books on trees. He has also featured on TV programmes including
A Year at Kew and Judi Dench: My Passion for Trees and has presented two series of The Trees That Made Britain for
the BBC.
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AUSTRALIA SEPTEMBER 2021 The Beginner's Guide to Wheel Throwing
Julia Claire Weber

The Beginner's Guide to Wheel Throwing is a friendly, contemporary take on the classic wheel-throwing book
—perfect for new and returning ceramic artists.

Description
Ready, set, throw! If you've ever wanted to try your hand at the pottery wheel, or if you have ever taken a class and
walked away wishing you knew more, you've come to the right place. Welcome to the wheel, from artist and instructor
Julia Claire Weber. In The Beginner's Guide to Wheel Throwing, you'll find all you need to develop the skills (and
patience) you need to make your first forms. You'll start at the beginning of the process with a tour through a typical
ceramics studio, a discussion of the best clays for throwing, as well as a variety of centering methods. Then unleash your
creativity with the chapters that follow. You'll find:

- Starter projects like cups, bowls, and plates to hone your skills.
- Tutorials on important topics like trimming and handles.
- A unique decal workshop, unlocking the potential of image transfer.

Throughout the book, skill-building is front and center, with tips and tricks to help you crack the code and make pieces
you're proud of. Gallery work from some of todays top artists are sure to inspire potters of all levels. What will you make
first?

About the Author
Julia Claire Weber is a full-time studio artist (Julia Claire Clay) and a part-time gallery manager. An alumni of the Odyssey
Clayworks residency program, Julia was previously studio manager of Clayspace in Erie, PA and is a graduate of the
Edinboro University of Pennsylvania ceramics program. Julia keeps a full teaching schedule at craft and art centers
across the country and her work has been widely featured and displayed, including exhibitions at NCECA, Pottery
Northwest, Houston Center for Contemporary Craft, Objective Clay, and the Touchstone Center for Crafts. In print, Julia's
work can be seen in Amazing Glaze, Creative Pottery, Ceramics Monthly, Ceramic Arts Daily, and more.

Quarry Books
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AUSTRALIA SEPTEMBER 2021 Cute Polymer Clay (kit)
Editors of Chartwell

Fantastically cute polymer clay creatures that are amazingly simple to make are featured in the all-inclusive kit.

Description
Cute Polymer Clay Kit includes a 64 page project book, 9 bricks of coloured clay, 3 sculpting tools and design pins.

About the Author

Chartwell
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AUSTRALIA SEPTEMBER 2021 Paint Every Little Thing
Kristine A. Lombardi

Paint Every Little Thing teaches you how to use watercolor, gouache, and mixed media to paint your favorite
everyday items from your home, garden, community, and more.

Description
With Paint Every Little Thing, you can learn to paint your favorite everyday items using watercolor, gouache, ink, pastel,
and more. From food and kitchen tools to clothing, craft supplies, cosmetics, and more, this book will show you how to
see the beauty in the everyday—and how to capture it with paint as well! Start by learning about the supplies you will
need with the help of the tools and materials section; then peruse the painting and mixed-media techniques, which
include layering, blending, glazing, and more. You'll also learn how to mix colors. Once you've learned the basics, it's time
to dive into the creative prompts and step-by-step painting projects. Covering fun, appealing subjects, these include:

- food (your favorite foods, ingredients, restaurant items, and more)
- kitchen tools (what you cook with!)
- clothing
- crafting and other creative tools
- random things from around the house
- outside items (gardening tools, plants, and so on)
- and much more!

Throughout the book, find beautiful, original artwork. The creative prompts will inspire you to create art of your own with
more open-ended suggestions, while the step-by-step projects feature complete instructions for painting in Lombardi's
trademark loose, beautiful style. The Inspired Artist series invites art hobbyists and casual art enthusiasts to have fun
learning basic art concepts, relaxing into the creative process to make art in a playful, contemporary style. Following
closely after the successful first book in the series—Draw Every Little Thing—Paint Every Little Thing is the ideal resource
for artists of all skill levels looking for a creative outlet in their everyday lives. Also available from the series: Block Print for
Beginners and Watercolor Painting at Home.

About the Author
Kristine A. Lombardi is a professional illustrator who began her career in advertising and promotions before leaving the
corporate world to focus on design and illustration. The author and illustrator behind Nature Painting in Watercolor and
Paint Every Little Thing (both from Walter Foster Publishing), as well as several childrens books, Kristine has also worked
with a variety of well-known clients and teaches art classes at Montclair Art Museum. She lives in Montclair, New Jersey,
with her cat, Boo. Learn more at kristinelombardi.com.
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AUSTRALIA SEPTEMBER 2021 My Day in Small Drawings
Matilda Tristram

Learn to see everyday life in a new way, and build up dozens of visual stories to document your daily life and
check-in with yourself.

Description
Diary comics can tell your personal story; start conversations; describe things that can be difficult to communicate with
words alone; and be a creative experiment in expression. Weaving words and images together to tell a story is fun to do;
therapeutic; a way to connect with people; political; and even transformational!

Inspired by everyday life, this book, illustrated and authored by comic artist Matilda Tristram, is an engaging and
accessible introduction to the radical potential of diary drawings, small writings, and comic strip creativity. Discover how to
practice observation and active listening through the use of narrative and storytelling techniques to weave drawings and
ideas together to craft a unique and delightful visual diary.

Describe your real and imagined worlds by adding text to images and become a storyteller to create your own graphic
narrative! Observational, personal, overheard conversations taken out of context, objects given a voice, locations and
memories they inspire are all woven deftly into this charming book to cherish.

About the Author
Matilda Tristram is an animator and illustrator. She teaches at Kingston University in London, and leads workshops on
“drawing as therapy” at the School of Life. Matilda has co-written childrens' television shows including the Bafta-winning
animation Dipdap, and is the author of autobiographical diary comic Probably Nothing: A Diary of Not-Your-Average Nine
Months (Penguin, 2014). She studied at the Royal College of Art, graduating in 2008, and now lives with her family in
London. Matilda really likes drawing telegraph poles. You can find Matilda at: Instagram: @matildatr Website: https:
//matildatristram.com/
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AUSTRALIA SEPTEMBER 2021 My Year in Small Drawings
Matilda Tristram

My Year in Small Drawings is a charmingly original visual diary which encourages you to create and collect the
details all around you every day.

Description
My Year in Small Drawings is a charmingly original visual diary which encourages you to create and collect the details all
around you every day. Exploring the extraordinary in the ordinary, this meaningful artifact builds up dozens of dinky
drawings for a uniquely personal record.

Author Matilda Tristram invites doodlers and designers alike to experience the irresistible immediacy of drawing small.
Tangles of cables, window frames, tree buds, all just some of the objects she suggests we can learn to see in a new way,
exploring their simple (and sometimes surprising beauty) by drawing them.

Expert insights on how to simplify what we see; which pens and pencils to use; colour; and using perspective are mixed
with astute observations to form a creative guide to cherish.

About the Author
Matilda Tristram is an animator and illustrator. She teaches at Kingston University in London, and leads workshops on
drawing as therapy  at the School of Life. Matilda has co-written childrens' television shows including the Bafta-winning
animation Dipdap, and is the author of autobiographical diary comic Probably Nothing: A Diary of Not-Your-Average Nine
Months (Penguin, 2014). She studied at the Royal College of Art, graduating in 2008, and now lives with her family in
London. Matilda really likes drawing telegraph poles.
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AUSTRALIA SEPTEMBER 2021 Creative Gouache
Ruth Wilshaw

Creative Gouache presents beginner tutorials for working with gouache-transparent watercolor's opaque
sister-showing how to paint bright, bold, modern effects, florals, and motifs, and combine it with other
mediums.

Description
Take your art in a bold new direction—go gouache! In Creative Gouache, artist Ruth Wilshaw shares her step-by-step
techniques for creating brilliantly vibrant effects with this easy-to-master medium, a perfect companion for transparent
watercolor. In this comprehensive guide to gouache, you'll:

- Get an overview of essential materials and surfaces.
- Learn basic handling and coloring-mixing techniques, including layering, creating blends, and adjusting opacity, plus
troubleshooting tips for common challenges, such as dealing with shifts in color and value from wet to dry.
- Explore how to paint fun, simple motifs, flowers, butterflies, landscapes, and lettering.
- Discover fun gouache techniques, such as adding texture and painting gradients and blends.
- Learn how to incorporate other mediums with gouache, including paint pens, colored pencil, and watercolor.
- Use what you learn to create inspiring projects such as dimensional artwork, clay décor pieces, and cheerful banners.

See what you can create with gorgeous, wall-to-wall color with Creative Gouache! Perfect for creative beginners, the
books in the Art for Modern Makers series take a fun, practical approach to learning about and working with paints and
other art mediums to create beautiful DIY projects and crafts.

About the Author
Ruth Wilshaw is a self-taught gouache artist who loves to encourage others to give this quirky medium a go. She enjoys
painting modern landscapes and creating art inspired by nature. Ruth shares tutorials and videos with her growing
number of fans and followers on Instagram and YouTube, giving tips and advice on painting with gouache for artists of all
levels, especially beginners. Her videos have been viewed more than 10 million times. Originally from the UK, Ruth lives
in Texas. Instagram: instagram.com/ruthwilshaw YouTube: youtube.com/c/RuthWilshaw/videos Website:
moderngouache.com
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AUSTRALIA SEPTEMBER 2021 Jaguar Century
Giles Chapman

Jaguar Century is a lavishly illustrated large-format retrospective examining 100 years of Jaguar, one of the
most acclaimed marques in automotive history.

Description
Established in 1922 by William Lyons and William Walmsley, the Swallow Sidecar Company transformed into one of the
auto industry's most revered car brands, synonymous with performance and luxury. Jaguar Century chronicles this
company and its remarkable vehicles, from the 1935 Jaguar SS sporting saloon to today's F-Type sports cars, F-PACE
SUV, and X-Type sedans—filled with images, history, and in-depth analyses of the incredible cars Jaguar has created
year after year.

Automotive historian Giles Chapman showcases how company visionaries developed the brand in the trying economic
times leading up to World War II before resetting Jaguar during England's bleak postwar years, first with its XK120, then
the XK140 and XK150. Sporting saloons (i.e., sedans) like the Mark 2 and Mark X established further standards for four-
door luxury in the 1950s and '60s, while the stunning E-Type unveiled in 1961 became a holy grail of automotive design
and gave Jaguar a genuine 150-miles-per-hour sports car. The story continues to the present, tracing all of Jaguar's ups
and downs right up to the acclaimed all-electric I-PACE. Chapman also covers Jaguar's rich motorsport heritage,
including open-wheel Formula 1 racers and the sports cars that went head-to-head with Ferrari, Porsche, and others at
legendary circuits such as Le Mans over the decades.

From pre-Depression motorcycle sidecars hammered out in a modest shop in Coventry to the cutting edge of 21st century
automotive technology, Jaguar Century offers a full review of British design and engineering at its finest. The book is
illustrated with hundreds of historic, contemporary, and racing photographs, as well as detailed text. It is a definitive
volume no Jaguar enthusiast can be without.

About the Author
Giles Chapman is an award-winning writer and commentator on the industry, history, and culture of cars. He has worked
across a vast array of media for 35 years, which includes writing 50 books on a diverse range of subjects. One of them,
My Dad Had One of Those, is among the most popular car books of all time, with over 180,000 copies sold. Chapman
also served as editor-in-chief of three titles for DK: The Car Book, The Classic Car Book, and Drive, published
internationally in numerous languages and to wide acclaim. Chapman's Car Compendium won the Montagu of Beaulieu
Trophy in 2008. His interviews with people whose lives are in, around, and sometimes even opposed to cars appear
regularly in newspapers and magazines, and he has written widely on car design and its impact on the wider world.
Chapman's career began in automotive industry consultancy before moving into magazine publishing, where he was
editor of Classic & Sports Car, the world's best-selling classic car magazine. Since 1994, he has contributed to dozens of
famous newspapers and magazines. Besides his own books, he's worked as editor, advisor, and consultant to many
other authors and publishers. Chapman also founded the Royal Automobile Club's Motoring Book of The Year Award,
and he appears regularly on TV and radio commenting on motoring and automotive industry issues. He lives in Kent, UK.
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AUSTRALIA SEPTEMBER 2021 Nissan Z
Pete Evanow, contributions by Hiroshi Tamura

Nissan Z is the officially licensed 50th anniversary history of Nissans legendary Z family of sports cars.

Description
Nissan Z: 50 Years of Exhilarating Performance is the Nissan-official chronicle of Z history, from Datsun's planning for the
new model in the late 1960s through the latest 50th anniversary Nissan 370Z and the all-new Z Proto.

The Datsun 240Z revolutionized the sports car industry and demolished established assumptions about Japanese
automakers. With the Z, Datsun gave the world a sleek, sexy, fast product-one that forever banished the idea that
Japanese manufacturers could only build economy cars. Over the past 50 years, six generations of the Z car have
generated a massive, devoted following. More than 1.5 million cars have been sold worldwide. The retro-inspired 350Z
reinvigorated the Z's fortunes in the 21st century, and the latest incarnation, the 370Z, continues the tradition of high-
performance in a modern, affordable package. In addition, the all-new Z Proto points the way forward for Z-car
performance.

In addition to a complete history of the Z, this handsomely illustrated book examines the cars significant racing history
with successes in IMSA and SCCA sports car racing, including extensive racing by Paul Newman for Bob Sharp and John
Morton with Brock Racing Enterprises. Special attention is devoted to the cult of Z-fans around the world who have
supported Nissans sports car through thick and thin and the early car's emergence as a rapidly appreciating collector car.
The story is told by author Pete Evanow, who has enjoyed a long relationship with Nissan. His insights into the history of
this automotive icon provide a fresh, compelling perspective on the five decades of the Z that no enthusiast will want to
miss.

About the Author

Motorbooks
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AUSTRALIA SEPTEMBER 2021 The Duchess
Wendy Holden

The Duchess, the second novel in Wendy Holden's trilogy about royal outsiders, fictionalises the unknown
London life of Wallis Simpson.

Description
From the bestselling author of The Governess.

Arriving in 1928, Wallis was a divorced, penniless, middle-aged foreigner with average looks and no connections. Yet, just
eight years later, a king renounced his throne for her. How did a woman from nowhere capture the heart of the world's
most glamorous bachelor? Wendy Holden tells the amazing story.
___________

Praise for Wendy Holden's The Governess:

'A beautifully woven and exquisitely detailed story' - HEATHER MORRIS, author of The Tattooist of Auschwitz

'A great book for escaping into . . . I loved this!' - KATIE FFORDE

'A brilliantly imagined and poignant novel [...] of sacrifice, deep affection, strained loyalties and divided English society in
the post-Downton Abbey era' - ELIZABETH BUCHAN

About the Author
Sunday Times number one bestseller Wendy Holden was a journalist before becoming an author. She has written ten
consecutive top-ten bestselling novels and sold more than 3 million books.
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AUSTRALIA SEPTEMBER 2021 The Duchess 10 copy pack
A&U Point of Sale

Includes 10 copies of The Duchess plus a free reading copy.

Description
Includes 10 copies of The Duchess plus a free reading copy.

About the Author

Welbeck
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AUSTRALIA SEPTEMBER 2021 The Prank
L V Matthews

It's all fun and games until someone gets hurt...

Description
The Prank is a contemporary thriller examining the fallout from a single moment in a reality TV programme that has
devastating and long-term consequences.

El, a young woman, still grieving from the death of her father, follows a stranger home one night. There she chances on a
missing piece of the puzzle over his unexplained death.

This accidental encounter sets in motion an obsession for revenge asking how far would you go to right the wrongs of a
long-forgotten past.

About the Author
Born in 1984 in rural Essex, L V Matthews now lives in Hampshire with her family where she is setting up a writers retreat
business. Before pursuing a career in writing, she actually worked both in domestic and international sales for major UK
publishing houses.
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AUSTRALIA SEPTEMBER 2021 The Guesthouse at Lobster Bay
Annie Robertson

An old-fashioned escapist romance, set on a windswept corner of Scotland, in a little fishing village.

Description
When Emma sees The Guesthouse at Lobster Bay for sale online, she knows it is exactly the peaceful haven and fresh
start she needs to recover from a recent trauma. Yet the moment she picks up the keys, Emma's dream of owning a
successful guesthouse begins to unravel...

Emma has one month to get the handsome, terraced house with stunning sea views in order before her first guests arrive
at the beginning of June, a task made all the harder by the discovery that the previous owner has included her elderly and
enormous dog in the sale. And then there's the next-door neighbour, Aidan, the local boat-builder - self-assured and
unwelcoming - who Emma must turn to for help in a crisis. As Emma and Aidan work together to get the guesthouse
ready, they grow closer, but then Aidan is called away and Emma has to carry on, alone.

Over the course of the summer, Emma must navigate unforeseen dilemmas and new friendships, and keep her business
afloat. But as she falls in love with Lobster Bay, is she also falling for Aidan?

The Guesthouse at Lobster Bay is a gorgeous, summery read, full of fun, romance and the perfect escape.

About the Author
Annie Robertson is a pen name for Nora Brown, the author of four romantic novels, includingMy Mamma Mia Summer,My
Mamma Mia Christmas,Four Weddings and a Festival andWhen Harry Met Sally Again. She recently bought her own
guesthouse in a beautiful coastal town in Scotland, which was the inspiration for the new Lobster Bay series.
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AUSTRALIA SEPTEMBER 2021 The Exiles
Christina Baker Kline

Three very different women: Evangeline, Hazel, and Mathinna, will become part of the story of the creation of a
new society in Australia, the land beyond the seas.

Description
London, 1840. Evangeline has languished in Newgate prison for months, falsely accused of stealing her master's ring.
Now beginning the long journey to Australia on a prison ship, she hopes for a new life for both her and her unborn child.

On board she befriends Hazel, sentenced to seven years' transport for theft, whose own path will cross with an orphaned
indigenous girl. The governor of Tasmania has 'adopted' Mathinna, but the family treat her more as a curiosity than a
child.

Amid hardships and cruelties, friendships will define lives, but only some will find their place on the other side of the world.

About the Author
Christina Baker Kline is the author of seven novels, including the #1 New York Times bestseller Orphan Train. Her other
novels include Bird in Hand, The Way Life Should Be, Desire Lines, and Sweet Water, as well as Orphan Train Girl, a
middle-grade adaptation of Orphan Train. Her essays, articles, and reviews have appeared in the New York Times, the
San Francisco Chronicle, Money, More, and Psychology Today, among other publications. She lives in New York City
and on the coast of Maine.
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AUSTRALIA SEPTEMBER 2021 The Dress
Marnie Fogg

From the Victorian crinoline to Vivienne Westwood's mini-crini, from Herve Lager's 1985 bandage dress to
Christopher Kane's 2006 neon revamp, these 100 dresses made fashion history.

Description
Through 100 groundbreaking dresses, The Dress traces the past and present influences and reinterpretations in clothing
design. From the Victorian crinoline to Vivienne Westwood's mini-crini of 1985, from Herve Leger's 1985 bandage dress
to Christopher Kane's 2006 neon version, each landmark dress gives examples of how fashion ideas have been reborn
and referenced throughout time by designers.

By making connections between designers and across decades, the book allows the reader to discover the breadth of
influence in this field, the magic of inspired originality from fashion designers and an overview of fashion history. From
beaded and bias-cut to frou-frou to corseted, Chanel to Yves Saint Laurent, laced to bustled, each dress tells a fashion
story through anecdotes and analysis, with historic and crosscultural references, beautiful imagery, and immaculate
referencing.

About the Author
Marnie Fogg is a fashion expert, lecturer, media consultant and bestselling author. Among her books are Print in Fashion,
Vintage Handbags, When Fashion Really Works and The Fashion Swatch Book. She lives in Derbyshire.
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AUSTRALIA SEPTEMBER 2021 Vintage Fashion
Emma Baxter-Wright

A fully updated and expanded edition of this phenomenally successful book, first published in 2006, now
released with 32 more pages to cover the 1990s.

Description
A visual journey through the fashion of the decades, Vintage Fashion enables the reader to identify key designers,
shapes, textiles, stitching, and other details and characteristics that define the most influential
pieces of the twentieth century. Each decade ends with a 'key looks' spread showing an at-a-glance view of the important
shapes, colours and looks that defined the era.

The book concludes with a shopping guide, which offers pointers on sourcing and caring for original vintage pieces, along
with a glossary of fashion terms and the century's most collectable designers.

About the Author
Emma Baxter-Wright studied fashion at Central Saint Martins College of Art and Design and history of art at Bristol
University. A former fashion editor, she is the author of The Little Book of Schiaparelli and The Little Book of Chanel. She
lives in London.

Formerly fashion correspondent at the Daily Mirror, Karen Clarkson is a fashion writer, stylist and broadcaster who has
contributed to Interview, i-D and V. Karen is the fashion director for FKA Twigs and co-founder of vintage archive Found
and Vision.

Sarah Kennedy is a seasoned magazine journalist who has worked for a string of fashion titles, including Grazia, In Style,
Glamour and Marie Claire, where she was deputy editor. She is the author of Vintage Swimwear and Vintage Style.

Kate Mulvey is a journalist specializing in fashion, beauty and lifestyle subjects. With regular articles in the Daily Mail,
Daily Express, Sunday Times and the Independent, she is also the author of Decades of Beauty: The Changing Image of
Women 1890s-1990s. Kate lives in London.
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AUSTRALIA SEPTEMBER 2021 George Michael
David Nolan

This lavishly illustrated volume pays tribute to George Michael, the brilliant songwriter who went from teen idol
to activist.

Description
When George Michael's death was announced on Christmas Day in 2016, the world mourned the loss of a huge talent
who left us far too soon. Blessed with a dramatic, soulful voice, Michael was a charismatic pop star ... and far more. With
his keen social conscience, he worked tirelessly for charity, became a gay icon who fought for sexual rights and
education, and took on the record industry and media.

George Michael: Freedom tells his story, from the fun and sunshiny tunes of Wham! to the dark lyricism of his solo work.
Featuring informative and insightful text from a prominent music journalist and a variety of photographs from many of the
best contemporary photographers-including rarely seen images and some taken during his final appearances-this
beautiful tribute paints an intimate portrait of the world-famous musician.

About the Author
David Nolan is an author, television producer, and university lecturer specializing in music and popular culture. His
previous books include works on Ed Sheeran, Emeli Sande, and Jake Bugg.
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AUSTRALIA SEPTEMBER 2021 Calligraphy Kit
Arthur Newhall and Eugene Metcalf

Description
This complete kit makes it easy to start exploring the exciting art form of calligraphy because it comes with everything a
beginning artist needs - from a set of high-quality materials to comprehensive instructions. The lettering book covers the
basics - such as pen styles, angles, and hand positions; letter heights and spacing; and practice strokes - before offering
advanced techniques for rendering several calligraphic alphabets. And every lesson can be accomplished with the array
of writing materials provided. The hardcover case includes a 32-page paperback book with corresponding Spanish
instruction, a cartridge calligraphy pen, 3 pen nibs, 12 ink cartridges, 1 felt-tip calligraphy pen, calligraphy paper, and a
guideline sheet.Warning! This product is intended for use by ages 14 and older and is not intended for use by children.

About the Author
Arthur Newhall had a unique and varied background in the lettering and graphic design fields. His work included type
designing, theater lobby displays, movie titles, sign painting, advertising art, lettering for reproduction, and art for screen
printing. He also worked as art director for an advertising agency. All of these disciplines added to the refinement of his
calligraphy skills. A stickler for precision and style, Newhall was always ready to help and guide the novice as well as the
professional. He was one of the innovators of one of the most spectacular letter styles ever created--the Cartoon Casual--
as well as a Modern Script of the 40s and 50s.Eugene Metcalf's career as an artist-designer has been punctuated by
national and international awards. Metcalf's natural talent in the various art fields has established him as a top calligrapher
and designer. Lettering design became a specialty leading him to the creation of logos with a variety of commercial
applications. Of his more than 30 years in the commercial art industry, almost half of them were spent as art director and
top designer for major outdoor advertising companies in the Los Angeles area. In the past several years, Metcalf has
been a freelance artist in the full spectrum of commercial art, including national magazine covers.
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AUSTRALIA SEPTEMBER 2021 The Complete Encyclopedia of Angels
Susan Gregg

Description
The Complete Encyclopedia of Angels is a lively reference to “who's who” in the celestial realms. Featuring 200 divinities
from Judeo-Christian, Buddhist, Celtic, Egyptian, Greek, Roman, Asian, Tibetan, and New Age spiritual traditions, this
guide offers a fascinating biography of each deity, what their purpose or area of expertise is, and how readers can call
upon them for help in their everyday life. Whether readers are seeking help with their relationships, home, finances, or
health they'll find the assistance they need in this lavishly illustrated guide. Call on St. Anthony to locate missing items
Connect with St. Columba to protect against computer hackers Open your heart to the Hindu god, Krishna, to find your
true soul mate

About the Author
Susan Gregg is the author of six books including The Toltec Way and The Complete Idiot's Guide to Short Meditations.
Her podcast, Food for the Soul, have earned a loyal following of thousands of listeners. She teaches Internet-based
classes, as well as teleclasses, and was a speaker at The Whole Life Expos in LA and Boston. She also teaches classes
at The Learning Annex, First Class in Washington, D.C., The Boston Learning Society, and the Discovery Center in
Chicago.
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AUSTRALIA SEPTEMBER 2021 The Magical Writing Grimoire
Lisa Marie Basile

The Magical Writing Grimoire shows you how to incorporate writing as a magical tool to create and amplify
spell-casting.

Description
Part guided journaling practice, part interactive magical grimoire, The Magical Writing Grimoire shows you how to
incorporate writing as a magical tool to create healing and amplify spell-casting.

Whenever and wherever you are, word magic is with you. During times of chaos or pain, or simply when you need a
cosmic boost, writing can help. In fact, healers, therapists, and magical practitioners have long incorporated writing in
their practices. From letter writing for creating closure to dream diaries, writing is a powerful process for moving your
dreams into manifestation.

The Magical Writing Grimoire approaches writing as a self-actualizing, intentional, and healing act. You will learn how to
combine writing with ritual and magic for self-discovery, clarifying intentions, creating and making things happen, and
manifestation. You will also be guided in how to create a personal grimoire-a magical book of self rituals, spells, and
intentions. Each chapter contains writing prompts that also incorporate magical ritual and tools including working with
crystals, spell incantation, or candle alchemy. Other rituals and prompts may be set up for certain moon phases or ask
you to bury or burn a piece of paper.

Equal parts practical and inspiring, The Magical Writing Grimoire shows you how to wield your word as your wand.

About the Author
Lisa Marie Basile is the author of Light Magic for Dark Times. She is a poet-witch and founding creative director of Luna
Luna magazine-a diary of darkness and light, literature, identity, and magic. She has also authored the poetry collections
Andalucia and Apocryphal, as well as the forthcoming Nympholepsy. Lisa Marie earned a masters degree in writing from
The New School and studied literature and psychology at Pace University. She lives in New York City.
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AUSTRALIA SEPTEMBER 2021 Beekeeping (First Time)
Kim Flottum

First Time Beekeeping is an absolute beginners guide to keeping bees with ease and success.

Description
This absolute beginners guide for first-time beekeepers will teach you how to set up and care for your first colonies, from
choosing a location for your new bee colonies through natural bee care and harvesting beehive products. This handbook
features expert beginner advice for:

• Setting up and caring for your own colonies
• Selecting the best location to place your new bee colonies for their safety and yours
• The most practical and nontoxic ways to care for your bees
• Harvesting the products of a beehive and collecting and using honey
• Bee problems and treatments

With this complete resource and the sage advice of Bee Culture editor emeritus and best-selling author of The Backyard
Beekeeper Kim Flottum, your hives will be healthy, happy, and productive. Each book in the 'First Time' series distills
how-to guidance and advice from an expert on a specific topic into targeted step-by-step instruction geared toward the
absolute beginner.

About the Author
Kim Flottum brings a background of more than a decade of plant science, honey bee research, and basic farming to his
30 years as the editor of Bee Culture magazine, where his main occupation is finding the answers to the multitude of
questions that beginning, intermediate, and even advanced and experienced beekeepers bring to the table. He teaches
beginning and advanced beekeeping courses, travels extensively to educate and lecture, and contributes to a variety of
other publications on the basics of honey bees and beekeeping biology, the business of bees and pollination, producing
and using varietal honeys, and a host of other subjects.

He is the author of The Backyard Beekeeper, The Beekeepers Journal, and In Business with Bees. His books, magazine
articles, interviews, and blogs are widely read for both their fundamental and advanced contribution to beekeeping
knowledge. His magazine platform gives voice to his social commentary on topics ranging from genetically modified foods
to pesticide abuse to both good and bad government regulations in the industry. He is beekeepings leading advocate for
fundamental honey bee safety, including insuring excellent honey bee health, providing extraordinary forage, and
minimising the use of agricultural pesticides.
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AUSTRALIA SEPTEMBER 2021 In Business with Bees
Kim Flottum

In Business with Bees is a step-by-step guide to turning a serious hobby into a part-time beekeeping business
that is tailored to your goals and needs.

Description
In Business with Bees answers the question, 'What do I do now that I'm a beekeeper?'
This book takes serious beekeepers past the beginning stages and learning curves and offers solutions and rewards for
turning a hobby into a part-time business with measurable results. Better queens, better winters, better food, and better
bees await any beekeeper willing to take on the challenge, weighing the proper number of bees, age, location, condition,
and timing.
Features detailed instructions on: - Growing a honey crop - How to write a business plan - How to write a pollination
contract - Opening and stocking a store - And more… This book builds upon an established knowledge of beekeeping
with real-world study, smart, intuitive thinking, and setting of goals to achieve a balance of biology and business.

About the Author
Kim Flottum brings a background of more than a decade of plant science, honey bee research, and basic farming to his
thirty years as the editor of Bee Culture magazine where his main occupation is finding the answers to the multitude of
questions that beginning, intermediate, and even advanced and experienced beekeepers bring to the table. He teaches
beginning and advanced beekeeping courses, travels extensively to educate and lecture, and contributes to a variety of
other publications on the basics of honey bees and beekeeping biology, the business of bees and pollination, producing
and using varietal honeys, and a host of other subjects. His books, magazine articles, interviews, and blogs are widely
read for both their fundamental and advanced contribution to beekeeping knowledge. His magazine platform gives voice
to his social commentary on topics ranging from genetically modified foods to pesticide abuse to both good and bad
government regulations in the industry. He is beekeepings leading advocate for fundamental honey bee safety including
insuring excellent honey bee health, providing extraordinary forage, and minimizing the use of agricultural pesticides.
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AUSTRALIA SEPTEMBER 2021 First Lady
Sonia Purnell

Without Churchill's inspiring leadership Britain could not have survived its darkest hour and repelled the Nazi
menace. Without his wife Clementine, however, he might never have become Prime Minister. By his own
admission, the Second World War would have been 'impossible without her'.

Description
From the personal and political upheavals of the Great War, through the Churchills' 'wilderness years' in the 1930s, to
Clementine's desperate efforts to preserve her husband's health during the struggle against Hitler, this is the inspiring but
often ignored story of one of the most important women in modern history.

Without Churchill's inspiring leadership Britain could not have survived its darkest hour and repelled the Nazi menace.
Without his wife Clementine, however, he might never have become Prime Minister. By his own admission, the Second
World War would have been 'impossible without her'. Clementine was Winston's emotional rock and his most trusted
confidante; not only was she involved in some of the most crucial decisions of war, but she exerted an influence over her
husband and the Government that would appear scandalous to modern eyes. Yet her ability to charm Britain's allies and
her humanitarian efforts on the Home Front earned her deep respect, both behind closed doors in Whitehall and among
the population at large.

That Clementine should become Britain's 'First Lady' was by no means pre-ordained. Born into impecunious aristocracy,
her childhood was far from gilded. Her mother was a serial adulteress and gambler, who spent many years uprooting her
children to escape the clutches of their erstwhile father, and by the time Clementine entered polite society she had
become the target of cruel snobbery and rumours about her parentage. In Winston, however, she discovered a partner as
emotionally insecure as herself, and in his career she found her mission. Her dedication to his cause may have had tragic
consequences for their children, but theirs was a marriage that changed the course of history. Now, acclaimed biographer
Sonia Purnell explores the peculiar dynamics of this fascinating union.

About the Author
SONIA PURNELL started work at The Economist Intelligence Unit, edited a weekly financial magazine when only twenty-
five, and then went on to a senior position on the Daily Telegraph's City pages before reporting on the EU from Brussels.
On her return to London she assumed the position of Whitehall Correspondent, before moving to the Daily Mail, where
she was Whitehall Editor. Her first book, Just Boris: A Tale of Blond Ambition, was a candid and widely acclaimed portrait
of London Mayor Boris Johnson, informed by her time working alongside him in Brussels. Just Boris was long listed for
the Orwell Prize. She now writes and broadcasts as a freelancer and lives in London with her husband and two sons.
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AUSTRALIA SEPTEMBER 2021 How to Get Over Being Young
Charlotte Bauer

Award-winning journalist Charlotte Bauer's warm, witty and wise quest for the meaning of life after youth and
how to navigate the menopausal years.

Description
A deliciously funny and sage guide to midlife - an unscientific, flaws-and-all account of one woman's adventures and
misadventures through the dark comedy of the wilderness years.

Through her own experiences as a fifty-something woman, and those of her three sisters, her indomitable mum and
rebellious auntie, Charlotte tackles the big questions every woman seeks answers to at this time of our lives - chiefly: How
the hell am I going to get over being young in a world obsessed with youth?

Written with warmth, wisdom and irreverence this guide to midlife is perfect for readers of Nora Ephron, Caitlin Moran and
India Knight.

About the Author
Charlotte Bauer is a prize-winning journalist and Nieman Fellow at Harvard University. UK-born, she and her family
moved to South Africa in the 1970s. She lives between Johannesburg and south-west France.
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AUSTRALIA SEPTEMBER 2021 Beirut 2020
Charif Majdalani, translated by Ruth Diver

The diary of one of Lebanon's best-selling authors in the year of the explosion that stunned the world.
Majdalani's reportage through the months of 2020 bears witness to the ways in which an ancient civilization
slowly, then rapidly, descends into the abyss.

Description
'The author's home town is falling apart. Lebanon's capital [...] has morphed into a symbol of devastation and hatred and
madness. Majdalani is a survivor who still finds in himself the elegance to smile and hope' Amin Maalouf, Prix Goncourt
winner

'It is rare to capture the moment when it first occurs, in real time, with these seemingly humble details that describe the
instant in all its depth' Alexandra Schwartzbrod, Liberation

'A short narrative that strikes straight at the heart' Gaetane Morin, Le Parisien

When Charif Majdalani begins to walk the streets of his city, and to write down what he sees, the first hints of unrest
within a vibrant culture creep to the fore. Majdalani's reportage through the months of 2020 bears witness to the ways in
which an ancient civilization slowly, then rapidly, descends into the abyss: corruption and vice infect the corridors of
power; currency plummets into freefall, rats scurry between piles of rotting rubbish that grow higher along the pavements.
Born from the rancour of existential pestilence, violence erupts and Beirut's citizens find themselves in high-voltage stand-
offs with law enforcement.

Then, the unexpected, Beirut collapses under the explosive force of 2,750 tons of ammonium nitrate. The blast kills
hundreds and injures thousands. But through the rubble and the sirens, a people finds its strength to survive and its heart
to unite. The city becomes the metaphor for each of our cultural capitals throughout the world.

About the Author
Charif Majdalani is one of Lebanon's most important literary figures. His novelMoving the Palace won the 2008 Francois
Mauriac Prize from the Academie Francaise.Ruth Diver is an award-winning translator based in New Zealand. Her 2016
joint translation ofThe Reader on the 6.27 was a Waterstones Book of the Month.
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AUSTRALIA SEPTEMBER 2021 Dessert Boards
Kellie Hemmerly

50 platters that are beautiful, scrumptious, and easy-to-make: perfect for cosy nights with the family, for
holiday gatherings, and for any other occasion large or small.

Description
Take the exciting trend of artfully composed food platters and boards in an entirely sweet new direction with Kellie
Hemmerly's creative and gorgeous Dessert Boards. The more than 50 easy-to-make boards in Kellie's book are kid- and
family-friendly, which has not always been true of traditional charcuterie boards, with their focus on cheeses, salamis,
olives, hummus, tapas, and other "grownup" foods. But the grownups surely will love these dessert and sweets boards,
too, whether the boards are served for a holiday party, a weekend visit from family or friends, or simply as a dessert for an
everyday dinner. The boards feature a stunning variety of sweet treats, from baked things like bars, cookies, shortbreads,
bundt cakes, and mini pies, to fresh and colorful fruits of all kinds, to truffles, candies, s'mores, and more. The recipes
include:

Chocolate Fondue Board
Movie Night Treats Board
Rose Gummy Bears Board
Ice Cream Sundaes Board
Retro Candy Board
Holiday Cookies Board
Funfetti Birthday Board

The book also includes platters that focus on healthier sweets, such as fruits, yogurts, and granola bars, perfect for
breakfast, brunch, and after-school or after-work snacks. There are inventive boards for people who love to bake as well
as quick-fix boards that can be built from store-bought goods-everything you need to bring smiles to your family and
friends and some extra sweetness to your life.

About the Author
Kellie Hemmerly is the talented cook, writer, and photographer behind the popular blog The Suburban Soapbox: A Good
Life Tastes Great, which focuses on family-friendly and healthy recipes, many of which are desserts, baking, and sweets
creations. She has been a frequent contributor to NBCs "Today Food Club" at Today.com and her work has been
featured on the websites of People magazine and Better Homes and Gardens, among many others. She lives with her
family near Philadelphia, Pennsylvania.
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AUSTRALIA SEPTEMBER 2021 Old-Time Country Wisdom and Lore for Hearth and Home
edited by Jeff McLaughlin,  Jerry Mack Johnson

Old-Time Country Wisdom and Lore for Hearth and Home, culled from and expanding on the classic Jerry
Mack Johnson book Old-Time Country Wisdom and Lore, is the essential DIY reference for all your simple
living needs.

Description
Achieve your goal of a self-sufficient, sustainable lifestyle, no matter where you live, with instruction on a range of basic
home skills inspired by old time country living. As big box stores and foreign-made, disposable goods take over
commerce, the drive to get back to the origins of what we consume and how we sustain ourselves is becoming ever more
compelling. Whether you are a country dweller or an urbanite, or somewhere in between, you can respond by learning to
live more simply, use what you have, and be more sustainable. With content from and expanding on the classic Jerry
Mack Johnson book Old-Time Country Wisdom and Lore, this is a guide to living a sustainable lifestyle, lowering your
carbon footprint, and finding the appreciation in the know-how to do for yourself or go without. Make your home a place
where you invest yourself and learn to live with purpose using country wisdom and know-how as your guide. With more
than 500 recipes, projects, and instructions, Old Time Country Wisdom at Home includes practical information on:

- How to can, dry, and preserve food
- Butter and cheese making
- Making your own skincare products
- Bread baking
- Cooking on fire
- Beer brewing
- Homemade remedies
- Making fruit leather
- Beekeeping
- Spinning wool into yarn
- Milling your own flour
- And so much more

Basic, thorough, and reliable, this book deserves a place in urban and rural homes alike.

About the Author
Jerry Mack Johnson grew up on a ranch in West Texas and worked as a cowboy, rodeo clown, professional bull rider,
miner, prospector, merchant seaman, oilfield worker, catfish farmer, salesman, and school teacher. He was the author of
numerous books of lore, including Down Home Ways, Country Wisdom, and Country Scrapbook.
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AUSTRALIA SEPTEMBER 2021 The Duchess
Wendy Holden

The Duchess, the second novel in Wendy Holden's trilogy about royal outsiders, fictionalises the unknown
London life of Wallis Simpson.

Description
From the bestselling author of The Governess.

Arriving in 1928, Wallis was a divorced, penniless, middle-aged foreigner with average looks and no connections. Yet, just
eight years later, a king renounced his throne for her. How did a woman from nowhere capture the heart of the world's
most glamorous bachelor? Wendy Holden tells the amazing story. ___________

Praise for Wendy Holden's The Governess:

'A beautifully woven and exquisitely detailed story' - HEATHER MORRIS, author of The Tattooist of Auschwitz
'A great book for escaping into . . . I loved this!' - KATIE FFORDE
'A brilliantly imagined and poignant novel [...] of sacrifice, deep affection, strained loyalties and divided English society in
the post-Downton Abbey era' - ELIZABETH BUCHAN

About the Author
Sunday Times number one bestseller Wendy Holden was a journalist before becoming an author. She has written ten
consecutive top-ten bestselling novels and sold more than 3 million books.
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AUSTRALIA SEPTEMBER 2021 Secrets of Happiness
Joan Silber

A tightly plotted, brilliantly executed account of two families whose lives intersect in unexpected ways.

Description
Ethan, a young lawyer in New York, learns that his father has long kept a second family - a Thai wife and two kids living in
Queens. In the aftermath of this revelation, Ethan's mother spends a year travelling abroad, returning much changed, just
as her now ex-husband falls ill. Across town, Ethan's half brothers are caught in their own complicated journeys: one
brother's penchant for minor delinquency has escalated and the other must travel to Bangkok to bail him out, while the
bargains their mother struck about love and money continue to shape all their lives.

As Ethan finds himself caught in a love triangle of his own, the interwoven fates of these two households elegantly unfurl
to touch many other figures, revealing secret currents of empathy and loyalty, the bounty of improvised families and the
paradoxical ties that weave through life's rich contours. With a generous and humane spirit, Secrets of Happiness
elucidates the ways people marshal the resources at hand in an effort to find joy.

About the Author
Joan Silber is the author of nine books of fiction. Her last book, Improvement, was the winner of the National Book Critics
Circle Award and the PEN/Faulkner Award and was listed as one of the year's best books by the Washington Post, the
Wall Street Journal, Newsday, the Seattle Times and Kirkus Reviews. She lives in New York. Find out more at joansilber.
net.
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